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Sen.ate .. Funds "Vacation to .Washington" 

Allison i\1ahoney, Prt>s ,dent .already written several papers who is not a student, attend 
of the Student Senate, Ilever on the NACA convention" the conference. Said Chris 
expected to be uiticiled for and will present them to the West, the Social Science 
misappropriating funds when senate. In addition she said senator: "I got absolutely 
she and four others went to a that Allison Mahoney will infuriated when I found out 
conference of the National run "educational sessions that, when one of the students 
Association of Campus with the · Senate" based on was unable to go, the 
Activities (NACA). what she learned at the Executive Commiuee took it 

The group, which included conference. upon themselves to send joyce 
Debra Greenfield of the ~ However, Tim Harple, Bostic, a person paid by the 
General Planning Committee ..c former vice president of Senate." West was referring to 
(GPC), Martin Mahoney, vice ~ finance, called the trip Matt Ebert from the Film 
president of Clubs and 
Organizations, Orla Cashman 
of the Coffee House and joyce 
Bostic, the business manager 

fof the Student Senate, spent 
five days in Washington at the 
Sheraton Hotel where the 
conference was being held. Student Senate President A llison Mahoney 
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"elitist." There was no formal 
decision on who was to go· to 
the conference, he said. Debra 
Greenfield said that joyce 

. Bostic asked her to go, but 
Allison Mahoney said that she 
"can't rem'ember" if Bostic' 
arranged the trip. She 

Series, who was unable to 
attend the conference. "joyce 
Bostic," said West, "got an 
all-expense paid vacation to 
Washington with student 
money." West pointed out 
that she does not pay a Student 
Activities Fee. 

The trip cost $2200. dismissed Tim Harple's In response, Martin 
Since then, both Mahoneys whereby senate approval of student activities. comment, saying, "he's a very Mahoney said "yo·u can't just 

have been accused of sending such trips would be required. Debra Greenfield said that biuer person concerning the send another student. It's not 
100 !O .,my people as well as The five-day NACA she had gotten "a lot of ideas student senate. We had a like you need another body. 
sell.ling the wrong people to conference, which took place on how to improve the system major confrontation. He We need somebody at these 
rllt" conference, and of from February 15 to February here," and is planning to offer attacked me verbally." things who knows how to 
spending too much of the 20, invited student activities a bartender training seminar That the conference was bargain the hell out of these. 
Sllllknts' money. In response, programmers from al1 over through a contact she made at beneficial is not being people. joyce wanted Matt 
,xecutive members of the the country to meet and attend the conference. In response to quarreled with by most Ebert to go." 
~.:nate along with other educational seminars and criticisms, Greenfield pointed senators, but many expressed West disagreed. "I don't 
senators are considering make contacts with persons in out that the people who dissatisfaction with the care if they had gotten any 
implementing a procedure various fields related to attended the conference "have decision to let joyce Bostic, See Conference, page 4 - 

By DAVID TOMERE 

Senate Van 
Totaled Students March For Safety 

By BILL DeBLASIO 
On Saturday, February 22, was so intense that the car next 

the Student Senate's red 1981 to the van was burnt also." 
Ford van was firebombed Anita Rivera, a Purchase By MAUREEN DOEBBLER of the bright lights." of the Old Appartments and of 
outside of a bowling alley in student, was speechless for A group ·of 75 · SUNY The students remained the dormitory complex as they 
White Plains. Danny Leiner, several seconds after being Purchase students and faculty unified in the march despite marched through those areas. 
the van manager, who drove told of the incident. She said marched together on February the near freezing temperature The rally ended in the 
the van into White Plains, "This is an outrage. I cannot 26 at 8:30 p.m. to protest the and the high winds . Fireside Lounge in Campus 
said that the van was "totally believe that this happened. unsafe condition of the Throughout the march the Center North where the group 
destroyed, a shell of its former Whoever is responsi ble . campus. The march, which students chanted, the most met to discuss the experience 
self." White Plains detectives should be severely punished." began ·outside the PAC, was popular slogans being and to plan for future actions. 
suspect that a local group of White .Plains detectives sponsored by the Purchase "students united shall never They are planning to meet 
youths may have been have contacted an eyewitness SASU StudenrSafetv Council. be mistreated" and "we are with President Grebstein 
responsible for the damage. who saw several youths near The march, which was held in strong, we are right, we are sometime in March to present 

According to the Brian the van at the time of the total darkness and in winds students unite to take back the him with their demands for 
Wallach Agency, who insures incident. The witness looked which threatened to snuf( the night. " increased security on campus 
the Senate's vans, there is no through the yearbooks of students' candles, promoted The protesters were greeted and with' a petition with over 
coverage for this accident. several local high schools in sol idarity bet ween the enthusiastically by residents 500 signatures. 

According to Leiner, the an attempt to identify the students. It was held to show 
van had been used at a party vandals. The policemen said the administration that both 
the night before, and needed that an "accusation such as students and faculty are 
gas for the SUl'lday runs into this is hard to prove, since in a concerned about the safety of 
the city. He brought it in to large group each member may those who attend Purchase. 
White Plains to fill it up with alibi for another member of Student Senate V.P. of 
gas, then drove to a nearby the group." Finance Sarajean Rossiuo 
bowling alley. Several other When asked of the effect told the students leaving the 
people went along with him, that the incident would have PCA about· the importance of 
presumably to assist with the on the Senate, Vice President the march. 
refueling operation. of Clubs and Organizations After leaving the PCA, the 

The occupants of the van Martin Mahoney said that group marched down the 
entered the bowling alley, and "the main purpose for two street between the Music and 
after playing a few games, vans is for clu bs and Dance buildings, which was 
went outside and discovered organizations can go on trips dimly lit. Stopping at the path 
the rem~ins of the senate van. and events without interfering behind the Dance building 
Danny Leiner said thathewas with the van ' service. I that leads to the New 
"totally shocked." Although definitely think we have to Apartments, SUNY Purchase 
the .van was considered have a new van." SASU delegate jesse Mentken 
"totalled", Mr. Leiner said Student Senate Allison spoke of the lack of lighting in 
that the damage could have Mahoney, in response to a that area. As he spoke one 
been much worse. "It's question from a senator marcher screamed to the 
amazing that the van's gas concerning the use of the crowd, "That's jesse Mentken 
tank didn't blow up. The fire See Van, page 4 ----- you probably can't see because 

Campus Safety Council Members 
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By DEBORAH TAYLOR 
Director of Financial Aid Louis 

Bristol resigned after being offered a 
five-year reappointment. Bristol, who 
has been in the position since 
February of 1976, said his resignation 
becomes effective April ~. 

Bristol explained, "I am examining 
future aspects of my career and I could 
not, in good conscience, accept 
another five year reappointment 

. unless it was very certain, in my mind, 
that there were not other aspects-- that · 
there were not other career 
alternatives-- that I wanted to take a 
look at." 

The Financial Aid Office could run 
more efficiently if it- were 
computerized. Bristol feels strongly 
that it should be. "I think that we do so 
much within our office that's manual. 
We could do it more effectively if we 
had those resources," Bristol said, 
"and I've been told that they're not 
forthcoming. Without something to 
look forward to, it's very difficult to 
commit oneself to remaining with the 
status quo when there's a general need 
for something better." 

The Director of Student Financial 
Aid is responsible for applying and 
justifying student participation in 
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Director of Stuamt Financial Aid, 
l::.ou Bristol 

federal and state student aid programs. 
Also, the director must report the 
utilization of those funds and 
demonstrate that the college has 
complied with all regulations 
regarding those programs. "The 
challenge was to · coordinate the 
growth of additional financial aid 
resources with the expectant growth 
and enrollment of the college. We are 

fortunate that there wasiconsiderable myself have been critical of, I think, 
growth, enonnous growth, in student . some distfnct shortcomings -$Vlthin the 
financial aid programs," Bristol said. .office." 
"We've gone from a total of about 1.6 Bristol explained that there are 
million dollars to well over six million students who apply for aid after the 
dollars a year. We've gone from deadline. Also, students who are 
approximately 46% of our students "clearly not eligible feel that they 
receiving aid to 80% over the past ten should receive the benefit of whatever 
years." program they are seeking." 

Student reaction to Bristol's Bristol has received thank-you 
resignation has been one of relief, ' letters from students ,he has assisted. 
Students have felt a general "Those are the small things- the 
dissatisfaction with Bristol's work. small rewards as such-- are when 

For example, "I have found that the- somebody bothers to come back and 
Financial Aid Office in general treats say thank you," he said. 
students with disrespect to a point ,SUNY Purchase President Sheldon 
where it's a trauma even going there," Grebstein offered Bristol a five year 
said junior David Tomere. "Lou reappointment. His letter to Bristol 
Bristol, in particular, I found to be , stated, "Your professional expertise, 
quite an obnoxious person who 
assumes that the blame with any 
financial aid problem lies with the 
student. More often than not, in my, 
case anyway" any problems with 
financial aid usually lie with the bad 
management of the Financial Aid 
Office." nk that anyone individual 
would be disgruntled ,about 
something," Bristol explained. "I also 
thin~ that sometimes a director of an 
office has to assume responsibility fof 
the overall activities of the office. I 

dedication and hard work are widely 
respected throughout the campus." 

When asked whether Bristol would 
be missed or not, Grebstein replied, 
"Damn right he's going to be missed. I 
hope we can find someone who has as 
much as he does to offer and as much 
experience." Sheryl Latzen, Bristol's 
secretary, stated, "I think that 
Purchase is losing a good financial aid 
administrator, and that a lot or'people 
are going to feel his absence." 

E~conomics ·BO'S~' Adds Programs 

By IV AN I. IV ANOVICH 

The Economics Board of Study, 
under pressure from the Administra
tion, has voted to institute four 
evening certificate programs, and will 
be considering a ' move to offer an 
evening degree program in 
managerial econpmics. 

The decision to begin the certificate 
programs in marketing, management 
and two other areas of economics in 
the fall of 1986 was made at a meeting 
of the Economics BOS at a meeting on 
February 12. The meeting, was 
attended by the Economics Board of 
Study, as well as by Social Science 
Division Chairperson Peter Schwabe, 
Dean of Letters and Science Theodore 
Gross;- Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Nathaniel Siegel, and 

President Sheldon Grebstdn: 
In a letter to Nat Seigel, Ted Gross 

wrote that he wished to express his 
"concern about the way in which the 
managerial economics program is 
being developed." He continued by 
recon~me'l<!i,!!g , that / the decision 
should be sent through the various 
committees of the College designed to 
approve of such programs, including 
the Curriculum Committee, the 
Educational Policies Committee, and 
the College Senate. 

Economics faculty member Peter 
Bell expressed concern over the fact 
that the faculty members may be given 
a vote on the Economics Board of 
Study. This new composition of the 
,BOS could lead to the eventual 
elimination of the political ecQ)lomy 

requirements in the department, 
which according to Purchase student 
Jens Wilkinson would have a 
,"catastrophic effect on the education 
of students in the department." 

The institution of the certificate 
program in managerial economics 
was made partially in response to the 
drop in enrollment that Purchase has 
experienced this year, as well as to the 
low enrollment that the Economics 
Department is facing. 

The new certificate programs will 
consist of 20 credit sequences in the 
. four areas, and will be primarily· 
instructed by the Division of 
Continuing Education. Students 
enrolled in these sequences will also be 
req uired to take one cOurse with the 
economics' department faculty as part 
of the 20 credits. 

State Cuts S~UNY Dorm Subsidies 

By JEFF CAMPBELL 

If SUNY Purchase's ' budget 
proposal for the next fiscal year is , 
passed--which is expected--the yearly 
charge for a standard dou ble
occupancy room will be $1,6H. This 
consitutes a 6% increase over last ye-ar's 
housing costs. Across the state 
dormitory fees for students are rising, 
some by as much as 10%, and fees will 
continue to rise in the coming years. 

The reason for this increase is the 
institution of a policy known as 
dormitory self-sufficiency. This policy 
stales that all costs for dorm 
operations, including maintenance, 
utilities, professional and service 
staffing, repairs, office space in dorms 
and eventually all rehabilitation and 
bond debt payments will be the 
responsibility of the individual 
college. PreviousJy the state has 
provided money to help meet these 
costs. but over the next two fiscal years 
it hopes to end those subsidies for 
dorm operations completely. To 
compensate, colleges are now allowed 
to 4etermine their own housing rates 
within certain guidelines. 

The institution of this policy will 
mean greater freedom for Purchase in 
shaping its budget and setting campus 
priorities. Pteviou~ly Purchase had to' 

submit 'lengthy applications to SUNY 
Central to get the requisite 
appropriations for campus repairs. 
When Purchase received an aUocation 
SUNY Central would sen~ a work 
order to five bidders, picking the 
cheapest. (The SUNY system in 
general was found by theSUNY Board 
of Trustees to be one of the most 
heavily regulated universities in the 
country). Under the new policy 
Puchase .may set its own spending 
priorities to adapt to its ow.n shifting 
needs and also choose contractors on 
the basis of price and quality. "I love 
it," President Grebstein said, adding, 
however, that he knows the policy is 
still in the experimental stage. 

"It stinks,", said Adine Shuman, 
Communications Director for the 
Student Association of the State 
Universities of New York (SASU). 
SASU has leveled heavy criticism at 
this policy and is "OW lobbying 
against it. Self-Sufficiency is a part of 
Governor Cuomo's budget bill that is 
presently before the New York State 
legislature. The policy . has been 
gradually introduced over the past six 
years through systematic:: rent hikes, 
but will become official on April I if 
the bill is passed. It is expected to pass 
without revisions, although Adine 
Shuman said that "there is a chance 

that the passage of the ·bill can be 
stopped." 

SASU's greatest fear besides the 
threat of indefinite rent increases is 
that "access for all students is at stake. 
Colleges will be able to set their own 
rents, based on their own needs, so that 
students at Purchase will be spending 
less, for example, than students at 
Stony Brook for the same type of 
room." 

Avoiding the "ghettoizing" of, 
campuses is being dealt with, sai~ 
Laura Avitabile, assistant dean for! 
Campu". and Residence Lif~ 
Operations. The minimum/maxi, 
mum guidelines for rent increases are 
seen as one way to control divergence. 

. Payments on bond debts, which are a 
college's major cost, are being added 
into a lump sum ana equally divided 
among colleges. 

The other major issue SASU has 
raised is students' rights. SASU would 
like to see students placed in the · 
priority-setting committees at their 
colleges. Now that decision-making is 
being decentralized, SASU fears that 
its overall ability to organize "effective 
state-wide student opposition" is 
.threatened. SASU would like to see 
students not only' have a voice ' in 
campus governance, but also a vote. 

ISee Dorms, page 4 
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Gr;a·duationConsolidation P.olicy linple-mented 
1986 

By JEFF CAMPBELL 

Your roommate turns to you and 
says, ''I'm leaving." Perhaps they are 
leaving school, or only getting out of 
the dorms, but when the dust dears 
you realize, gasp, you are the only one 
left in the double room that had been 
tripled last semester. "Alone," you 
sigh. With growing excitement you 
.begin to rearrange, moving beds 
together, a desk out the window, suite 
chairs in, barely hearing the tustle of 
paper l,Inder your door. Turning you 
see it, and mutter something like, "Big 
Brother." Reading, you realize it's all 
over. The Administration has found 
you out and given you two basic 
options: to put up or shut up. 

"Are they that concerned I'll be able 
to breathe finally?", says Sophomore 
Peter Baldassarri. 

Three weeks into the spring 
semester approximately eighty 
students were in the situation of being 
one person in a double room. SUNY 
Central policy states that a college can 
offer its students three choices when 
this happens.' They must either be 
charged, in this case three hundred 
dollars, to keep their "double/single" 
room as a single,find another 
roommate on their own, or let the 
college find a replacement, or move 
them, at will. Students had to choose 
and respond within twenty-four hours 
of receiving .the notice or be 
automatically charged. They then had 
lorty-eight hours to find a roommate 
on their own, if they desired, but after 
which time they would again be 
charged. Administrators say they 
instituted the short deadlines to get 
students to act, but that they were 
flexible in individual cases. Of the 
original notices sent, thirteen students 

Irritated resident 0/ B-Wing 
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did not respond at all and the Bursar's 
office was notified to charge them. 

"I don't see it as a problem; it's a 
benefit," says Lori Schuchart, Student 
Life Director for dorms CDEF. The 
Administration, faced with tripling 
problems in previous years, now had 
the opportunity, for the first time at 
Purchase, to give students a choice 
over their living situation. We "try to 
build in the human element," says 
Laura Avitable, Assistant Dean for 
Campus and Residence Operations. 
SUNY Central policy states that a 
college may charge as much as 100%of 
the current tuition costs for a 
"double/single". Ms. Avitable felt 
charging $775 would be paying 
"lipservice to another lifestyIe option" 
and set the charge at less then half the 
current semester rate. The charge is 
seen as a reverse policy of the refund 
students receive 'for living in a triple 
and not a way to generate extra 

revenue. ' ''It wasn't like this sinister 
plan to gel the student's money," says 
Lenore Levy, SLD for dorms AB. 

The money received is put into a 
Dorm Rental Revenue Account which 
disburses funds to all aspects of 
dormitory operations. Administrators 
say they are consolidating some 
rooms, to save on utility costs, but that 
they are not doing so systematically, 
prefering to give students a choice. At 
present there are about 25 empty 
rooms in the dorms but that will 
change as students move voluntarily, 
or leave, and the remaining students 
are forced to choose. "It's an ongoing 
process,"says Lori Schuchart, "it will 
never stop." 

Most students were upset at first 
with the short deadlines and the 
unexpect~ policy. It was especially 
unsettling because last semester an 
unpreced.ented 230 students were 
tripled because of renovations on J 
street. "This whole situation is very 
annoying and I don't have time to deal 
with this nonsense, " says Junior 
Diane Lasky. 

Ms. Schuchart felt a good response 
from students however, once the 
situation was explained. The delay in 
instituting the policy came from a 
standard two week freeze put on all 
rooms so that a physical count can be 
taken. Between semesters this year 
approximately 32 students 
disappeared from the dorms; they had 
not turned in keys or officially 
withdrawn from school and hunting 
down those missing students takes 
time. While most of the students have 
been reS6ltled now, and students 
losing roommates can expect these 
notices in the future, the question of 
what spurred the largest exodus of 
students in recent years remains 
unanswered. 

Chirop~actic Services Available 

By JOCK DOUBLEDAY 

Dr. Nelson Seidman, a practicing 
chiropractor for 25 years, has r.ecently 
moved his practice from M t. Vernon to 
Harrison where lie now serves SUNY 
Purchase and the general community. 

Six students have been sent to Dr. 
Seidman this year by Purchase's 
resident physician, Dr. Gail 
Alexander. Dr. Alexander remarks 
that she has gotten "very. positive 
feedback" from the students she has 
referred to Dr. Seidman. Says Dr. 
Alexander: "He has a sense of how the 
musculo-skeletal part of the body 
integrates itself into the rest of the 
body. He exudes a sense of confidence 
which lends itself to an enhancement 
of the treatment." 

Oliropractors as a rule do not put 
anything into the body or take 
anything out of the body. "It's not that 
we don't believe in medication-owe 
mtainly do," says Dr. Seidman. "But 
we treat people in a holistic fashion. 
We question the patient about his diet, 
his exercise, his environment." 

Dr. Seidman emphasizes that 
chiropractic care is a form of 
preventative health. By manipulating 
the spine--that is, by putting the 
vertebrae back into their normal 
positions--the chiropractor allows the 
body to heal itself. "Chiropractors are 
probably the only ones who practice 
preventative medicine," Seidman says. 

Traditional medicine is not 
concerned by and large with 
preventative health, says Seidman. 
Physicians will tell their patients to 
exercise, to be careful of certain drugs 
and to watch what they they eat. But 

the physician's . trammg, says Dr. 
Seidman, is: " 'When you get sick, you 
should be in my office.' " In most 
cases, he continues, "the physician 
will treat the symptoms." 

The idea of preventative health is 
not new, but it may be new to some. 
Dr. Seidman believes the public 
should know about the option of 
preventative health care. "Years ago,'; 
he says, "nobody thought they had a 
choice. You went to a physician and 
that was it. People wouldn't even 
.question their physician. If he said, 
'Your right leg is red and your left leg 
is green,' you'd proba.bly say, 'Well, 
whatever you say. That's the way it has 
to be.' " 

Dr. Alexander admits that today 
physicians generally frown on 
chiropractic care, though in reality, 
"the two should work together--a 
physician should be open to referring 
a patient to a chiropractor and vice 
versa." 

Concerning student health 
insurilnce, there is no outlay of money 
by students who received chiropractic 
care from Dr. Seidman as long as that 
student is on the SUNY health plan. 
There are certain forms that Dr. 
Seidman fills out which are given to 
him by the .insurance company, but 
the student only has to be seen and 
referred by the health officer in Health 
Services to obtain medical help from 
Dr. Seidman. 

Dr. Seidman has spoken with Dean 
Fisher and Dr. Alexander concerning 
Purchase health insurance and made 
the decision . to accept student 
insurance as payment in full, even 

though his fees exceed the allowances 
made by the student insurance. If 'a 
student has other forms of health 
insurance (through _ parents or 
otherwise) both insurance programs 
can be used. If a student does not have 
health insurance at all and cannOl 
afford to pay the 70 dollars per 
semester for the Purchase health 
insurance, Dr. Seidman will try to 
help them also. "It's not the type <?f 
office where if somebody comes in and 
they don't have the money, we won't 
work with them," says Dr. Seidman. 
"As long as it is a legitimate type of 
complaint, we will try help the 
person." 

"The whole purpose of this thing,'" 
concludes Dr. Seidman, "is not to 
burden the student wilh finances, ' 
because at this stage in life most 
students can't afford to see a doctor." 

Dr. Seidman's address is 155 Old . 
Lyme Road, Purchase N.Y., 10577. 
His phone number is 914-948-5109, by 
appointment only. 

Corrections 
The uncredited photos of the V.A. 

table sa w, which appeared on the front 
page of the February 19 issue of The 
Load, and of Dinner With Dave, 
which appeared on the Back Page of 
the January 29 issue were taken by 
Lisa W oititz; 

Tanner, Stessel Dropped, which 
appeared on the front page of the 
February 19, 1986 issue was written by 
Jens Wilkinson. 

Scheduled 
By MICHAEL REYNOLDS 

This year's commencement will be 
held, as it was last year, on the greal 
lawn. A huge tent will again house the 
ceremony scheduled for Sunday, May 
18 at 2 p.m. 

Two honorary Doctor of Fine Arts 
degrees will be presented, one to 
Joseph Papp, Director of the New 
York Shakespeare Company, and the 
other to George Rickey, an artist 
famed for his movable sculptures. A 
brief speech by bOth recipients will 
follow the presentation. 

The . honorary degree recipients 
chosen by the campus community and 
.reviewed by the faculty. The president 
of the college in turn reviews the 
selections and s.ends the recommenda
tions to·the SUNY Board of Trustees, 
who are responsible for the final 
selection. 

The one condition presented to the 
recipients is that they must be present 
at the commencement. 

Chancellor Awards for Excellence 
in Library Service, Teaching and 
Professional Service will be a.warded, 
provided that there are nominees for 
said services. 

There will be two student speeches 
given-- one from each division. The 
speakers will be selected jointly by the 
senior class members and divisional 
office members. 

A meeting between Ben Hogan, 
interim Dean of Students, and the 
senior class will be held on March 6 to 
discuss some of the logistics of this 
commencement. The resignation of 
the previous Dean of S~udents, Charles 
Fisher, has caused some delays in the 
planning of the graduation ceremony. 

The ceremony will likely follow the 
order of last year, with the events 
presented in the following order: 
Prelude (the now famous Purchase 
Processional), President's Welcome, 
Presentation of Chancellor's Awards, 
Presentation of Honorary Degrees 
(and recipients' speeches), 
Presentation of Class of 1986, 
Conferring of Degrees and finally the 
leception complete with music 
supplied by the Division of Music. 

The caps and gowns for the 
graduation will be offered by the 
bookstore as a non-profit service. The 
rental fee is $9.50, with a $10.00 
deposit refundable upon return of the 
cap and gown. 

Alumni Hold 

Phonatnon 

By JOCK DOUBLEDAY 

The new marketing strategy in 
SUNY Purchase Admissions is the 
involvement of an alumni recruitment 
team to increase enrollmen t, said Gene 
Ann Flaherty, Director of Admissions. 

On February 3 and 4, a team of 
about fifteen alumni working in the 
administration building telephoned 
students who had been accepted by 
Purchase for the fall of 1986 "to talk to 
them about the ways in which a 
Purchase education could prepare 
them for employment or life in 
general," Flaherty said. When 
possible the alumni spoke to stud~nts 
who had applied to the discipline 
from which the alumni had 
graduated. 

Every telephone in the administra- · 
tion building was in use on Monday 
and Tuesday in this all-out effort, 
Flaherty said. 
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~'~'W- _'EF8_ r.Bell~1 Speaks for . PhI'~ 
Computer Irain:in.g 

: Offered -~. ., 
By MATT HELLER students 'already take advantage of the 

The Purchase Computer Center is computer center for writing papers ' 
now offering computer familiariza- and doing independent research and 
tion courses on its IBM-PC's to all senior projects. Many professors, such 
interested students. The classes consist as Revolutions professor Christine 
of lab work and discussion groups that Grontkowski, are planning to. take 
are designed t~ acquaint the student their classes down to the computer 
with the Computer so that he or she center for familiarization. According 
can utilize the center's computers and to Ms. Wolff the center offers many 
word processors. instructional computer and word 

Dale wom, Academic Program processing classes even if the student 
Analyst in charge of the Computer has never touched a personal ' 
Center- staff, equipment and computer before. The center's hours 
scheduling, said that the wmputer are Monday through Thursday, JO 
courses have been open to students for a.m.-II p.m.; Friday, 9a.m.-5 p.m. and 
several years now, and that many weekends 12-6 p.m. 

Contest Accepts 

A company called International There are no restrictions on form or 
Publications is sponsoring a national theme, but only poems up to fourteen 
college poetry contest the deadline of lines will be accepted. Each poem 
which is March 3 I. 1986. The winning must also have a separate title. (Avoid 
poems will be collected in the "untitltd"). 
Ameri~an Collegiate Poets anthology. The judges' decision.s will be final. 
The forthcoming ACP anthology will No information by phone will be 
be the 22nd edition since it was first given. Entrants should keep a copy of 
published in 1975. Cash prizes will go all entries as they cannot be returned. 
to the top five poems: $1 OO--first place; Prize winners and all authors awarded 
$50--second place; $25--third place; free publication will be notified 

_$15--(ounh place; $JO--fifth place. immediately 'after d'eadline. 
Free printing will be awarded to the International Publipuions will retain 
authors of all accepted manuscripts in first publication rights fc;>r accepted 
the ACP copyrighted anthology. poems. Foreign lang1.lage poems are 

Any college student is eligible to welcome. 
submit his ·or her verse. All entries There is an initial one-dollar 
must be original and uhpublished. All registration fee for the first entry and a 
entries must be typed, double-spaced fee of fifty cents for each additional 
and on one side of the page only. Each poem. It is requested that each student 
poem must be on a separate sheet of submit no more than ten poems. 
paper and muSt bear in.the upper left Fees in the form of check, cash or 
hand comer the name and address of money order should, be paid to: 
the stu~ent as well as the college he or International Publications, P.O. Box 
she attends. The envelope should also 44044-L, Los Angeles" ,CA, 90044. 
have the student's name and address. 

DORMS, from page 2 
"A couple of years down the road, 'extra revenue from renting dorm space 

when basic things are taken care of/' over the summer during Summerfare. 
says Hogan, acting dean of students, There are also plans to .rent space to 
"we might consider a mechanism for conferences over the summer. This 
students." Administrators here at relatively secure extra revenue, plus a 
Purchase feel there is a good flow of stable enrollment, will help keep 
information both ways. With SLD's Purchase:' s dorm fees among the 
offices now in the dorms where it is . lowest in the system. The only major 
easy for RAs and students to go, the problem for Purchase is its utility 
administrators feel that there is no costs, among the highest in the state. 
need to change policy. Mr. Hogan felt The biggest question remaining for 
that when the most obvious repairs are colleges (providing . everything else 
completed there may be a greater need goes smoothly) is whether or not the 
to involve students more directly in the state will continue to subsidize major 
decision-making process. rehabilitation of buildings . . While 

With self-sufficiency being colleges now have the freedom to take 
cautiously considered by all sides, its care of relatively minor repairs on 
fate may be determined by its ability to their own, such as new carpets, they· 
fill beds. If colleges can continue to fill still have to go through SUNY Central 
beds, \ it is generaIly believed by for financing major repairs, such as 
administrators that it will survive and the renovation of j Street which 
ultimately benefit the universities.put exceeded a million dollars. It is not 
if some colleges do fill beds and others clear how much, and for how long, the 
do not, there is a fear that SUNY· State will continue to provide funds 
Central may revert to old policies of for new roofs and for the overhauling 
cross-campus subsidies and strict of unsafe construction. There is a 
guidelines. If this occurs self common furtd to which all the colleges 
sufficiency will perish, leaving as its contribute for rehabilitation which 
only legacy a withdrawal of state funds SUNY Central will continue to 
for dormitory operations. control, and the State w'ould like that 

For Purchase it is beiieved that this to be the final operative fund for all the 
will ' not be a problem. Housing has colleges. The State would like 
consistently operated at 95-100" dormitory self-sufficiency to mean 
capacity, sometimes exceeding 100". actual', total, dormitory self
Also there is no strong affordable local sufficiency. Whether this will work or 
housing market to draw students away not, the vital.questions of just how the 
as prices here rise. There are also State plans on implementing the 
apartments here on campus, policy remain incompletely answered, 
apartments not available at most other and are unanswerable until after the 
SUNY schools. Purchase also gets first steps· are taken. 

Dr. Terrel H. Bell, former U.S. the Role and Future of State Colleges 
Secretary of Education, will be the and Universities, for which Dr. Bell 
quest speaker for the President's serves as chairman. Texaco Inc. is the 
Leadership Forum at SUNY Purchase host corporation for the lecture. There 
on Tuesday, March 18. Dr. Bell's is no charge for admission, but tickets 
lecture will begin at 8:30 in the are required. Phone (914) 253-5900, the 
morning in the Performing Arts Performing Arts Center Box Office, 
Center. His talk will focus on the for reservations. Guests are invited to 
school reform movement in America, attend a coffee hour following the 
excellence in education and the work lecture. 
of the 1986 National Commission on 

CONFERENCE, from page 1 
other student," he said. "Anyone but anywhere else." She said her actions 
joyce Bostic,' who we pay to do work probably looked hypocritical but 
in the office, but who was not doing noted that "by going to these things 
work because she was having a good and getting inform;ation and ideas is 
time.. That upsets me." helping you do what you do at home. 

joyce .Bostic, refused to answer any So I've c,hanged my mind and you can 
. questions concerning the NACA read that in the report." 
conference. ' Mahoney admitted that sending five 

Another criticism of the trip was people may have been too much. "In 
that too m~nypeople were sent. Sarah the future," she said, "I would nOl 
jean Rossitto, the vice president of send this many people." She believes 
finance, said; "when a conference is the criticisms by students were valid 
that expensive, I really think to send and said that she would make a 
five people is absolutely ridiculous." , recommendation that conference trips 

Martin Mahoney pointed out that should be reviewed by the Senate. That 
all five went to the NACA conference the NACA trip never went in front of 
"for. different purposes." Mahoney the Senate "was a mistake and I'm 
gave Orla Cashman as an example, sorry tha.t didn't happen, and I guess 
who went because "we're trying to get that would .be my fault." 
a concert together." Cashman books , Sarah Jean Rossino agrees that a 
acts for the Coffee House. Allison ' limit should be set on how much 
Mahoney admitted that the acts seen at money may be spent on conferences. If 
the conference were too expensive to new rules were implemented, she said, 
book at Purchase. "five people wouldn't be allowed togo 

"Martin ,and Orla made perfect where you're paying $300 registration 
'sense," said Rossino. "They're not and $IOO-per-night hotel. In the past 
seniors and they're in charge of there haven't been rules." R,ossitto 
campus activities. Allison and Debra believes the Senate should take this 
are ~ond-semester seniors." Because ' opportunity to work on "new by-laws, 
of that Rossitto didn'tthink the ·school new constitution, everything." 
would benefit. 

In defense of herself, Allison . . 
Mahoney said that she went to the VAN, from page 1 
conference "to represent the students senate van by the van drivers to go toa 
beca~se .we're ilJ.~olved .in this national bo~ling alley, said that "disciplinary 
aSSOCiation. I missed five days of very actions are being taken." 
important school work, as well as Leiner, who was driving the van 
leaving the Senate. Everybody's been said that the· incident was "a case of 
blamin~ me for go.ing and I ,~hought I misguided youth and a sign of society 
was domg somethmg good. today. A very unfoTLUnate' occurrence 

Mahoney pointed out that this was but an indication of the times." He 
the second conference she had ever also added that "I think bowling is 
gone to. "I always felt," she said, "that still a great American game and this 
you have to take care of things at home this one sad incident should not deter 
before you represe~t yourself people from bowling." 

12 Noon, March 6, 1986 
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Wl~:EW~M. orning:,\O'rew 
Th~ race areound in IJ Porsche 928, knocking off 

'heir rivals on the way to work. A promo for the 
latest detective series7 No, it's the commercial for 
"Radio Vice", more commonly known as the 
WNEW "Morning Crew". Richard Neer, Marie 
McKune and Lisa Glassburg are the voinces that 
inform and entertain WNEW listeners from six to 
len a.m. each weeleday. N eer and McKune handle the 
music, and Glassburg the news,' which is really the . 
only time that we realize she isn't a D.]. too. 

BOllI much time do you spend thinlcing about the 

Mow' • 
LG: I try to do my job the best I can while I'm there, 
and then try to leave it behind a little bit. That's 
healthiest for me. 

aN: I live, breathe and eat radio. No, I spend a lot of 
lime planning and thinking of( the air because on 
me air you've got to pretty much just wing it and be 
ipOIltaneous. Any preparation and thought comes 
off the air. 

UM: In my spare time I sell radios. No,1 think about 
it a lot. It's not a full-time, driving obsession but I'd 
laya good portion of the day you're thinking about 
what you've said, what you could have said and what 
you're going to say. 

Do you work hard to be~' 

UM: We plan a few things but a lot of it happeo-s 
right before the mikes go on. "What do you 
Ibink?~ ..okay, let!·s do that." I don't know about you 
auy. but fun for me is when you get out on that thin 
ice and you don't know where you're going. 
Sometimes you fall into the pond and soinetimes 
you cross before the ice breaks and it's exhilarating. 

1lN: m of it is chemistry and relationships. We 
alway. have to be able to relate to and getalong with 
each other and sound like we're having fun. 

four on·fhe.air chemistry 'is extremely noticeable. 
BOllI did it come about' 

UM: They had a gun to our heads. Lisa and I worked 
opposite each other in Chicago, sO I knew of her and 
&ichard and I worked back-to-back for almost two 
yean. I used to hang around in the mornings, and we 
would goof and giggle and stuff. 

aN: Lisa was brought in because we were looking 
for someone compatible vocally and.an outlook on 
life that fit the rock and roll thing we were doing in 
the moming. I mean, you can get people with 
.wondedul voices who go home and. listen to 
Montavani records. Obviously, that's not suitable. . 
Mark had been doing overnight for a coupleof years 
Worehand and like he says, kind of-guesting on t.he 
morning show. He'd hang out for half an hour or so 
aDd we developed a really gOod on-the-air rapport. 
When it came time to expand the show, this was the 
dude. 

MM: I think we have a show right now and this is 
lOing to sound like we're patting ourselves on the 
lIacIt, but when it's good, it's as good as any morning 
Ihow in the country; and when it's bad, it's still not 
dlat bad. We have a level we try to reach and when we 
ao. forget about it; it's real good, real good. 

'1'''' me about the "Radio Vice" campaign. 

liM: That came out of I~ft field. We had the guys 
.fa,m "Miami Vice" on the show and I guess we sort 
0( look like Tubbs and Crockett. You can get a 
Qockett, but there are very few places in the country 
where you can get a Tubbs. I thought that was a 
pod gimmick in the sense that, for the age we're 
"trying to reach, everybody knows about "Miami 
'ice" whether they watch it or not. I thought it was a 
cool commercial. It wasn't a regular old one of a 
penon dancing to a radio. It really didn't say 
..ything about radio except for the one part where 
they toUched the button for 102.7. A lot of people saw 

and remember it. 

IN: Pan of what you're selling in the morning is 
l penonalily.Everybody plays music in the morning. 

trying to distinguish the personalities and 
gives us an identity. It was a pretty convenient 
for us, what with "Miami Vice" as hot as it is. 

By GREGORV SALISBURY 

WNEW "Morning Crew" newsperson 
Lisa Glassburg 

What has it done for your ratings7 

MM: It did real good. It also gave us an image and an 
image is sometimes more 'important than ratings. 
The image... they still stop me on the subway and 
say, "You're that guyl" People who might not 
~rmally listen to WNEW might check us out just 
because of the commercial. 

Why did you decUle not to follow the lead of other 
popul4r morning shows, and give your shoW 
a.••"soph-omoric bmt'" 

RN: I guess you didn't hear our dog obedience 
school routine. There are times that we can be silly, 
but we try to balance that out with jokes that you 
maybe have to .think about a little bit, or cleverness 
that's not side-splittingly funny. You know things 
that take a while to penetrate. 

MM: I've always liked comedians who are clean, but 
have double entendres to make you think about what 
was said. You can do haka-peepee jokes if you want, 
but to me, it's more fun to make you think about 
what was said. Occasionally, we'll hit something 
that you would call below-the-belt humor, but it's 
not Howard Stern. There's a certain level of 
professionalism and class that we strive for. A little 
low-blow humor every now and then isn't bad. 

Do yOu ever get nervous on the air' 

RN: The only time is when I'm introducing 
somebody I don't know at all. I had to interview 
Felicia Ayers~Allen the other day from the HARD 
ROCK. I don't watch TV, andl had never seen "The 
Cosby Show," so I didn't know too much about her. 
I couldn't hear what she was saying, and also she 
wasn't there to be interviewed. I was a little 
uncomfortable with it. I don;t want to say nervous. 
You don't get nervous, because iCs your job. 
MM: The interviews, yeah. You're around a 
microphone so much, you're used to sayingJhings 
into it. It's natural because you do it e.ery single day. 

Marie McKune, WNEW "Morning 
Crew" D.]. 

~ 
8 

How does WNEW compare with your first job' 

MM: He's been here so long it's probably thf same, 
but for me I came out of that "less talk, more rock" 
radio, where you didn't have personalities on the air. . 
I always wanted t~ say wha~ I thougl:ll and what I 
felt, while at NEW, you could always do that. I went 
to WAPP, and that was first time I got a chance to 
talk. At NEW, we can essentially do or say what we 
want, as long as it's funny and entertaining. 

EN: Most of my experience is here. There's the 
opportunity to talk to 15 million people as opposed 
to smaller markets, where you might talk to 
hundreds of thousands. Here you've got the 
opportunity to talk to the whole area:. 

What does it take to break into the number 1 radio 
station in the number 1 market in the country' 

MM: It's very weird. Whcn YOll gel 1'(':'(' it doesn't 
seem like it· was hard, but whell ~'oll'n' slallding 
outside trying to get in, it secms like it\ j'lsl Iht' 
hardest thing in the world to do. I was working al 

APi>, and I got let go because the guy that hin'd nte 
got fired. I was going to get out of radio and do 
stand-up comedy but a guy over tht'rt' said Richard 
Neer always liked the way I sounded so I called him; 

. we had lunch and before I knew it, I was working 
here. That sounds easy but when I was in Chicago 
trying to get the job I couldn't get in Ihe door. 

RN: Having been program director I know that you 
get tons of tapes and you can't possibly listen to all of 
them. You're looking for different things at di££l'rclll 
times. Sometimes you're looking for a straight j()('k 
and other times you're looking for an c('('cntric 
personality. You gotta be lucky. To do quctlity talk 
and know when to talk is very important, and that's 
one of the main ~hings that got Mark his job, pI us his 
obvious talents, "which I'm still looking for" . 

MM: He· just made a good point. Quality 
talk... that's gets you put, on 'bit-time radio' ... the 
ability to do it in a short amount of time and make it 
quality in and out. If it takes you ten minutes to get 
to a punchline, that's 9 112 minutes too long. 

Would you recommend DJing as a job' 

MM: I recommend getting another job. 

RN: 90% of Dj's make under$25,000 a year. It's nota 
very high paying jqb until you hit the big markets. 

MM: Most of the jobs in the country are "rip and 
read"... this is, that was, here's the time, here's the 
temperature, comin' right back with". That's all 
they want you to say and that's too much right there . 

Do you use any guidelines for the show' 

MM: Well, if it's truly tasteless ... .. 
RN: We gO right to it. 

MM: You won't hear any Rock Hudson jokes, you 
know what I mean? That's where you use the 
guidelines. If it's in bad taste, I don't want to use it. 

What kind of preparation goes into the show' 

MM: We both read a ton. If there's something I don't 
know a bout, he knows it and vice versa. You have to 
be able to talk about anything and if you don'" know 
what it's about, either be big.enough to say you don't 
know or keep your mouth shut. Do your homework. 

• Read People, read. Rolling Stone, read the 
newspapers; know what's going on. You can make 
the listeners say, "Oh, I didn't know that." . 

RN: Like Mark ' says, I -read Sports Illustrated, 
Newsweelc, Time...we just read a whole bunch of 
periodicals,' daily newspapers and books. You have 
to round it out so that if somebody asks you 
something you have an answer and you're able to be 
conversan~ on any subject. You can bring in things 
from left field that don't seem like they relate and 
you can make them relate. 

Who decida what music gets played' 

MM: There are cer~in things like if we want to play 
Lionel Richie's new song, unfortunately because of 
the music. Where in the same way that WBLS 
doesn't play Stairway to Heaven, we can't play that. 

See "Morning Crew," page 14 

-- ~ 
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By JENNIFER HARRIS 

Cliques of girls conversing over 

how stupid they are 

while I sit here 

writing 

feeling superior 

as they talk about their new shoes 

i laugh inside 

and 

i hurt inside 

because they don't ask me about mine. 


By STELLA WORTZEL 

I can only walk iri the slush of 

another's happiness, 

Barefoot, 

Nauseas. 


I can only look on as another discards 

what I've always wanted. 

Always at least one step ahead of me. 

You are enviable, 

And I, 

I am ugly with jealousy 


By MICHELLE MALDONADO 

at first avenue ... 


i watched him 

swinging his feet 

over the edge of the subway platform 


mindless of the crowd 

gathering behind him 

pointing and laughing at his 

indifference 


"michelle come here, 

sit with me." 

the crowd around us tittered 


"you know him?" 

queens princess queried 

al,1d she nudged her purple friends 


"damn straight." 

i sat down behind him, 

wrapped my arms around his hardcore 

chest 


he smiled 

"alta girl ... welcome 

to the world orwho gives a fuck." 


By MICHELE MALDONADO 

icy fingers, hands, arms, 
encircle me 
cold, but consoling 

inviting unconcoiousness 
engulfs my being 
beckoning, welcoming 

no struggle, no fight 
sliding away to 
peace 
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By STELLA WORTZEL 

Unhappy as we are, 
. Sick; lone I y, vacant. 
We ought to understand that 
We are learning as we go. 
That we are stronger than we know. 

The world will have to bend, 

Have to give a little. 

Have to learn to deal with us. 

We'll be looked up to. 


And soon, 

We'll know enough, 

Not to trample eachother, 


.Or something. 
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U S .
New York City Ballet; Winter Season, Part II 

Apollo Returns 
maturity or, more correctly, nobility. 
Somehow it does not seem to be in theBy MAT~HEW BROOKOFF 
American consciousness. Classical 

This season brought George ballet is an art form which initially 
Balachine's 1928 masterpiece, looks to nobility yel the Ammcan 
Apollo, back to the repertoire of the style of ballet is different. It thrives on 
New York City Ballet. Choreographed athleticism and originates. from an 
for Serge Diaghilev's Ballet Russo, attitude vastly different from the noble 
Apollo is the oldest surviving airs of classical b~lIet. Dancers at City 
Balanchine ballet 'and one of his Ballet aren't ' usually asked to be 
greatest. Balanchine, himself, wrote princes as they might often be in 
that he considered it the turning point classical ballet. Instead , they are 
of his life. He heard a restraint in the required to be dancers and 
music which indicated that he, too, magnificent dancers at that. This, I 
could hold back; he did not have to . feel, is one of the reasons American 
give everything. Bernard Taper, the dancers have difficulty with this role. 
Balanchine biographer, wrote of Lavery is perhaps the primere male 
Apollo, "At the height of the jazz age dancer with the company. Aside from 
he returned to c1assicism--or rather, he ' a purity of classical technique and a 
evolved a new classicism, which beautifully proportioried dancer's 
serenely embodied the dassical virtues body, he is an extremely intelligent 
of clarity and grandure and, yet, in dancer, always rethinking and 
spirit and style of movement was more reconsidering his roles. I feel that if 
up-to-date and adventurous than the any dancer in the company can grow 
run of ultra-modern ballets." into the role of Apollo in the future, it 

Apollo is a ballet of great restraint, will be Lavery. He is striking in roles 
yet great power if danced correctly. It is which require typical Balanchine 
also one of the greatest, most coveted athleticism, he also shows' true 
roles created for a male dancer in the classical nobility as the cavalier in 
ballet repertoire. It requires a Nutcracker and the adagio section of 
technique that can make its Symphony itf C. It is a matter of 
choreographic challanges appear 'easy understanding the special neo
and classically pure. At the same lime classical element of Apollo of which 
the dancer must, posses a dramatic Taper speaks in the aforementioned 
pressence which should at once be quote. Apollo's character is somewhat 
understated and ' dramatically closer in attitude if not movement 
powerful. Finally and perhaps most vocabulary to the variou~ cavalier 
elucive, Apollo must undergo a roles mentioned. The movement 
change of character which mOst be might have a more contemporary look 
clearly but subtly portrayed. The to it but the attitude is still classical. ' 
curtain opens to reveal an immature, The successful performance, of this 
slightly rambunctious boy-god ballet largely rests on this. 
strumming his lute with an almost Sean Lavery has to varying degrees 
angrily frustrated passing of the hand. all the qualities needed to dance a truly 
It closes on a mature god leading his great Apollo. It is a matter of getting 
muses to Mt. Olympus. This just a little more comfortable with the 
transformation must be clear for the actual movement and, more 
ballet to be fully satisfying and this importantly, projecting the image of 
requires subtle; though brilliant, nobility and strength--which he 
acting. This is perhaps what understands to some degree--to its 
contemporary dancers, schooled in the fullest potential. Essentially he must 
ideas of pure movement, lack most. atthecondusion embody nobility, not 

Both European and American possess it but be it. 
dancers have performed'this role and, 
interestingly, have run into opposite Summer or Fall 1988
ends of the same problem: the Summer 1987 
transformation. Peter Martins, artistic 
director of the City Ballet, is a WASHINGTONEuropean trained dancer who initially 
fell into the trap of beginning with the OR 
'ending or simply being fooled by the 
Apollo image. In his early LONDON
performances the curtain would open 
to convey a noble, aloof god. The INTERNSHIPS 
dancer imposed this quality on 
movements which were not intended SUMMER SESSION ONLY 
to portray this attitude. It struck a false at wadham College 

of the University ofchord and the ' ballet ended with 
Apollo essentially an unchanged, if, OXFORDonly sweatier, god. Perhaps the most 
visible meter of Martin's artistic Accredited courses In government, 

economics, journalism and pre
law by an outstanding faculty. 

growth at City Ballet was in this role. 
By the time of his retirement (to 
artistiC director), he was the dancer Full Academic Year Programs at 

the London School of Economics, 
St. Andrews Universities, for 

whose image comes to mind when 
envisioning this role. He put aside the 

Qualified Juniors and Seniors. nobility in the beginning in order to 
All credits transferred through gradually achieve maturity through 

Hampden-S}'dney College, Virginia interaction with the three Muses. This (Founded in 1776) 
brought to fruitation the transforma
tion which this ballet is about. Inquiries to: 

Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.Sean Lavery has made his debut as 
Admissions Director 

The Washington International 
Apollo with the City Ballet this 
season. He, like most American 

Studies Center •dancers, is contending with the " 
, 212-724-0804 or 0136: opposite problem. He cannot yet fully (EOlAA)

embody the transformation into 

Arturo Vi Continues a'tPAC 

but perpetrators of great political
The t;me ;, 1938 and the place ;, .crimes." 

Chicago. The Resistible Rise of Jason Buzas recently directly the 
Arturo Vi by Bertolt Brecht retraces in critically acclaimed off-Broadway 
the gangster world the Nazi production of I Don't Want to Be 
assumption of power. Brecht's play Zelda Anymore. As principal director 
will be presented by the Division of for the New Amsterdam Theatre 
Theatre Arts and Film at the Company, he has adapted and directed 
Performing Arts Center on February all-star concert productions of Music 
27th and 28th and on March 1st, 2nd, in the Air., One Touch of Venus, 
4th, 5th and 6th. Jason Buzas is Roberta, Rosalie and Eileen. At SUNY 
directing the production. Purchase he directed Lillian 

"With menace and pleas, with Hellman's Another Part of the Forest 
flattery and abuse,. with gentle and 13 one man/one woman shows by 
pressure and steely embrace," the seniors in the Theatre division. • 
gangster Arturo Vi (Hitler) gets all .of The Resistible Rise of Arturo Vi 
Chicago into his p.ower. The will be per£ormed at 8 PM each 
playwright himself interprets Vi as a evening with a matinee added ' on 
parable. ' ~The great political Sunday, March 2nd, at 3 PM. Tickets 
criminals must be absolutely exposed are $5 general admission, $4.25 in 
and preferably to ridicule because they advance for students with I.D. and S2 
are not really great political criminals for student rush. 

Orpheus at,Purchase 
By BROC HITE For the second haU the ensemble 

was augmented by about ten players, 
On February 14th Orpht·us 'il~ill'd as necessitated by the instrumentation 

Theatre C of the Performing Arts of the pieces and the ensuing balance 
Center for their second of three problems (extra woodwinds require 
concerts here this season. This concert more strings). The Elgar Serenade in E 
by the 26~member chamber orchestra Minor, a profoundly beautiful piece 
was evewn more outstanding than considered by. the composer to be his 
their previolls appearance. The favorite, was as well played as the 
program opened up with four pieces closing piece, Prokofiev's Classical 
taken from the ballet, The Creaturt,s in Symphony. Being the most familiar 
Prometheus, with music by Beethoven. piece of the program, it was 
Even though ballet music standing interesting to hear it played by a 
alone without the dancers can be chamber orchestra as opposed ' to a 
disappointing, these pieces stand well large symphony. The sforzandos were 
on their own as , concert pieces, surprisingly loud with the whole 
especially as played here tonight. The dynamic range explored effectively, 
second piece was Mozart's Concertone helped in part by trhe great acoustics 
for Two Violins, Oboe, Cello and of the hall. 

, Orchestra in C Major, K. 190, a very With three recordings for Deutsche 
long title for a very expansive piece Grammophon and and an ever 
th,at is not as tightly organized as his expanding concert circuit, the 
later concertos. The soloists made the Orpheus is destined to become a world 
most of this piece, favoring dolce reknowned ensemble. At $2 fm a 
sound 'and precise articulation, as student rush ticket, this ensemble is 
opposed to full-bodied, virtuosic one of the best buys on~campus and 
playing that would have been this listener is glad the be within 
inappropriate. walking distance, of such a treasure. 

-' 

Eric Fischl at' the Whitney 

icons. Overtly sexual works such as 
The first major exhibition of Sleepwalker (1979), Bad Boy. (1981), 

paintings by Eric Fischl will be shown Birthday Boy (1983) and Inside Out 
at the Whitney Museum of American (1983) are rendered somewhat less 
Art from February 18th through May volatile by the skill with which Fischl 
11th. The exhibition of 28 paintings handles paint. 
created since 1979 was organized by the The use of diptychs, such as Dog 
Mendel Art Gallery in Saskatoon, Days and A Visit Tol A Visit 
Canada, and has been expanded for Froml The -Island (both of 1983), 
presentation at the Whitney. reflects the influence of movies' split

The large narrative paintings screen device to show flashback, £lash
present intimate and arresting scenes forward or parallel activity. "The 
of suburban America which put the complex of painting, photographic, 
viewer in the position , of voyeur. literary and filmic references which 
Fischl has said, "I think thalthe best interweave and are embedded in these 
art that's being done today in America paintings accent the fictional, the 
deal~ with \ the crisis of American constructed nature of the images," 
identity, the failure of the American comments Bruce W. Ferguson, 
dream and how overtaxed we are, both Montreal art critic and exhibition 
politically and in terms of what we organizer, in the accompanying 
think things mean." catalog. 

The artist deals with such Eric Fischl, born in New York City 
discordant issues of contemporary life in 1948, graduated from the California 
as erotiCism, racial tensions, Institute of the Arts with a B.F.A. in 
separation and death, alienation and 1972. His figurative style emerged 
middle-class complacency. Many of while he was teaching art in Canada at 
his paintings are set in suburban the Nova Scotia College of Art and 
backyards, in motels or on beaches Design between 1974 and 1~)78. He 
where the idle enjoy their leisure. then returned to New York City to 
Water is often an environment used by devote his full time to painting. Since 
the artist's cast of characters to play his first exhibition in Halifax ten years 
out their roles; television sets and loyal ago, his works have been seen in about 
family dogs are frequently repeated 50 exhibitions here and in Europe. 
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Anthony Newman to Conduct 
4 , 	 (,H·air and There 

Purchase Symph9 ny 

~ 

By MARCUS NASSAU 

Having been early and my sister 
having been herself--Iate, I took it 
upon myself to order. Our monthly 
luncheon at the Plaza was taking its 
usual course. As I sipped my foul cup 
of rose hip tea and dined on 
grotesquely painted petit fours, I 
gazed thoughtfully into the crowd, 
alternately feigning annoyance and 
anxiety at my sister's invariable 
lateness. The crowd, as always, was a 
potpourri of tourists, tea-totaling grey 
haired grandmothers and the ladies of 
the professional luncheon circuit. 
While eavesdropping on a 
conversation being had by two women 
concerning one's mortification upon 
arriving at a charity benefit in the 
same gown as the chairwoman, my 
attentions were siezed. A young, blond 
woman was making her way across the 
hotel's lobby. She glided toward the 
Palm Court where I awaited the arrival 
of my sibling. Eschewing elegance 
with every step, she proceeded to enter 

Student 

Auction 


The Visual Arts seniors will be 
auctioning off original works of art 
Wednesday, March 5 at 4:30 p.m. in 
the Pub to benefit the upcoming 
Senior Art Exhibition. 

The money raised will go to 
preparing the Butler building to be 
used as the exhibition space--that is, 
for paints, walls, lights, a licensed 
electrician and the opening reception. 
A large portion of the money will alsq. 
be used to produce a catalog of student ' ' elegance and obvious reverence for the ' 
work. . classic technique. It was a joy to watch 

The Visual Arts graduating class him because of the utter ease with 
has enlisted the support of the Visual· which he moved., He danced with a 
Arts department, the Purchase seemingly effortless style, performing 
Affiliates and individuals to fund this difficult combinations what might 
endeavor and now look to the campus otherwise look like gymnastics while 
community for help. bringing to very simple steps .a 

Works will be available for viewing. thoughtfulness and energy that made 
starting at 12 noon on the dance floor them interesting as well. He was a very 
at Campus Center South. Refresh- intelligent dan~er yet a seemingly 
ments will be served. approachable performer. He will be 

the dining area. Passing the maitre'd, 
this woman was refinement 
personified. What cool detachment! 
What hair! Violins ceased to play and 
heads turned. She gracefully turned 
her head as if to locate her exceedingly 
fortunate luncheon companion. Her 
glacial expression warmed; her pace 
accelerated. Then... she was standing 
over me. Suddenly she leaned to gently 
kiss my cheek. Although stunned, I 
did percieve a certain familiarity. As 

Model with false hair knot 

she reached for the opposite chair,my 
eyes f~Jl upon her hands. She was 
wearing my sister's ring! Amazed at 
this girl almost as much as my own 
stupidity, I arrived at the startling 
realization that this glorious creature 
was none other than my much
awaited sibling. I had failed to 
recognize my own sister! How was I to 
know she would be a blond? 

If any reader has doubts as to the 
verity of this account, I caution them: 
Never, never underestimate the power 
of a wig. Women from Marie 
Antoinette to Jackie 0 have entrusted 
their faith (and scalps) to the wig. Its 
charms are numerous. Who can be 
bothered toiling with their own hair, 
has time for a salon appointment or 
wants to shampoo and set their hair 
aCter a long, hard day? These are the 
80's and the wig is freedom! It is not 
only convenience, it is chamaeleon for 
the hair, more than any other fashion 
accessory has the power to transform. 
If you want bangs, just attach a little 
fringe. A braid? A swi tch? A hairknot? 
A fall? It's that easy. Let us not forget 
about color: a brunette on Friday, a red 

Tragic Farewell for a City Ballet Dancer 

By MATTHEW BROOKOFF 

On 
February 16,1986, Joseph Duell,a 
principal dancer with the New York 
City Ballet, took his own life by 
jumping ftom his fifth floor window. 
Mr. Duell, 29, had been a principal 
dancer with the company since 1984 
and had become an audiance favorite, 
dancing an extensive repertoire. On 
the evening he died he was scheduled 
to dance in both Jerome Robbins' 
extraordinary Goldberg Variations 
and George Balanchine's glorious 
tribute to classical ballet, Symphony 
in C. 

Mr. Duell, in his tragically short 
though highly successful career, grew 
to become a dancer of graCious 

The Purchase Symphony Orchestra, 
conducted by Anthony Newman, will 
be presented in concert on Friday, 
March 7th at 8 PM at the Performing 
Arts Center. The program for the 
evening will be Sonata in C Major, K. 
336, for Organ and Orchestra by 
Mozart with organist Robert Fertitta; 
Symphony in D Major "The Clock" 
by Haydn, and Concertino for Piano 
and Orchestra by Anthony Newman, 
conducted by Stephen Shipps with 
pianist Anthony Newman. 

Anthony Newman has for over a 
decade been at the forefront of the 
revivai of interest in Baroque music 
both in this country and abroad. He is 
a virtuoso on several different types of 

Anthony Newman, conductor 

head on Saturday. Suddenly you 
appear to be a new woman. The wig 
can transport you to the surreal. You 
can choose from hairpieces dyed to 
match your own color or wear 
shocking pink tendrils with your own 
hair. The possibilities are staggering. 
Be anything you want but be it in a 
wig. 

As my sister and I sipped our tea, I 
listened intently as she educated me in 
the ways of the wig. As we walked 
down the street, I knew she was much 
more than a head of hair. I knew that 
the power of the wig (as with all 
fashion) worked its magic only with a 
thing called inner beauty. 

remembered for his ·performances in 
'Agon, The Four Temperaments 
andSymphony in C and as a tender 
and consistent partner, most notably 
as the cavalier in The Nut Cracker. 

I recall a seminar on The Four 
Temperaments at Riverside Church 
last year at which Mr. Duell spoke. 
The impression I got of him was of a 
very warm, personable, sweet young 
man. He brought the house down that 
afternoon when, after aspousing what 
he thought Balanchine had intended, 
the microphone let out a loud moan to 
which MR. Duell looked up at the 
'heavens and asked," Am I wrong?" 
, Being only 29 and dancing 
'beautifully as a principal dancer with 
a steadily growing personal repertoire 
at the New York City Ballet, it seems 

.. 	strange that he would take his own 
life. And, yet, the life of a dancer is 
never easy. There are always pressures 
and disappointments, anxieties and 
injuries and a schedule which does not 
allow time for emotional, let alone 
physical, respite. A personal life 
beyond work is near impossible and at 
City Ballet the pressures must be 
double. 

It does not seem these conditions 

dh be altered but in light of this 
deeply felt tragedy, here is a measure 
which might, in some way, help. The 
New York City Ballet has established a 
dancer's emergency benefit fund to 
help dancers pay hospitalization fees 
for sickness, injury and other 
emergencies. The fund's purpose 
should now be to provide for and even 
encourage psychiatric as well as 
physical therapy. The very nature of a 

. dancer's life necessitates, at times, 
some sort of counseling and the 
company must help to make this 
accessible. The New York City Ballet 
has over 100 dancers. The fact that Mr. 
Duell felt he could not communicate 
his obvious inner torment to another 
company member who could help 
him get through is tragic. Perhaps if 
the company provided a therapist, this 
might have been avoided or perhaps 
not. We shall never knowbut 
considering the pressures dancers are 
always under, this might be a good 
idea ;myway. 

We can only hope that he now rests 
free of the torment with which he 
lived. For he has given us all moments 
of joy and deserves an eternity of peace. 
He will be missed. 

harpsichords, fortepianos and organs 
as well as the modem piano. The 
range of music that he performs 
extends from the earliest Baroque to 
the most contemporary and includes 
many works of the Classical. 
Romantic and Impressionistic 
periods. He appears as s solo recitalist, 
soloist with orchestra and chamber 
musIcian. He is a well-regarded 
composer with one evening at a New 
York concert hall devoted totally to his 
chamber compositions and another 
evening at Carnegie Hall during 
which the Indianapolis Symphony, 
conducted by John Nelson, performed 
his Violin Concerto. A recording of his 
organ compositions entitled Newman 
Plays Newman was recently released 
on compact disc by Second Hearing 
Records. 

Robert Fertitta has appeared as solo 
organist with the combined choirs of 
Hunter and City Colleges in their 
performance of the Faure Requiem. 
He has performed solo piano works on 
WNYC-FM's programs Young 
American Artists, Music from the 
Campus and Keyboard Artists. He was 
the piano soloist with the Bach 
Festival Orchestra as well as with the 
Hunter College Orchestra. Original 
compositions by Mr. Fertitta include 
Fugue in F Sharp Minor for organ, 
Three Chorale Preludes for organ and 
Invention in E Flat Major for 
keyboard. 

Stephen Shipp's career as a 
conductor has ranged from the 
Renaissance to rock and roll. He is the 
permanent conductor of the 
Mannheim Steamroll'er on their 
national tours as well as recording 
with them for American Gramaphone 
Records. He is coordinator of the 
North Carolina School of the Arts' 
Orchestral Activities and conducts the 
school's International Music 
Program. Mr. Shipps has re~orded for 
RIAS- Berlin Radio, Hessiche 
Rundfunk in Frankfurt and in 1982 
was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize 
for his recordig of Jon Polifrone's 
Cello Concerto. 

Tickets for the concert are $5 for 
general admission, $4.25 in advance 
for students with LD. and student rush 
tickets will be available. 
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JOSH 

.ROSENTHAL ~ .1 ..... 

The Kids Are Alright 
The Jesus and Mary Chain 
Psychocandy Reprise 

Imagine my surprice when a clean-cut, all-American dance major dragged . 
his crate of Fleetwood Mac and Jesse Colin-Young albums into my room at 
the onset of last semester. Initially, I assumed that this conflict would hinder 
our relationship severely but when he began to show considerable (and 
genuine) appreciation for Sonic Youth, Joy Division, Killing Joke or Velvets 
(not to mention New York Dolls or, at bedtime, Leonard Cohenl), I 
completely lost faith in the shelter of his suburban upbringing. This gave me 
the faith to play him The Jesus and Mary Chain. My roommate Graham-ed 
and Cunningham-ed all over the apartment the whole way through until he 
was curious enough to ask, "Who the ---- are these guys?" 

Bubbling under among NME and import enthusiasts for the past year has 
been Psychocandy, fourteen tracks of cocksure English pop fonnula 
disguised by celestial distortion. This harmful mixture concocted by brothers 
Jim and William Reed is just the sort of pincushion folk music that elicited 
4he punk explosion and its eventual comedown. What we're dealing with 
here is a band we pray will not take itself too seriously because what they 
create is crap. But rarely does such manure offer such fertility. 

The band utilizes a less-than-organic instrumental approach, no high hats 
and very few cymbal embellishments, relying mainly on tambourines and 
fuzzy snares. The guitars range from maximum rock 'n' roll to somewhere
short-of-jangly dungeon "ballads" while Jim pines away with his 
balderdash, ( ... .. How could something crawl within my rubber holy baked 
bean tin/It's God to me ..... ). The highly derivative nature of the "melodies" 
has more in common with the Beach Boys or various Wall-of-Sounders than 
the Sex Pistols (Note: A great achievement of this album is the JMC's 
successful escape from the banality of hardcore) and their obvious debt to 
those good-for-little Ramones should have been traded om for the likes of Big 
Joe Turner. But at least every other track is full of wonderfully frayed and 
caked-up guitar phrases, and Jim's balefully cranky vocals are often soothing 
because they tend to counteract the highly intentional arterial schlerosis. 
"Just Like Honey" is a gem, derivative but somehow sticking with the black 
humor and shimmering static that separates the JMC from other British 
sewage. The songs reflect an elegant bravery, perhaps a residual effect of the 
independence of self-production on a debut album. They are on their own, 
with a slew of very distasteful imitators on the heels of their shock-proof 
military boots. The JMC can hopefully ~eep a small head knowing that they 
created this fine platter of din, and that their brainchild is some of the most 
palpable unmitigated hullabaloo out of the UK in some time. We all must 
remember that candy is only a dessert. 

Rotten 

Public Image LTD. 


Album Elektra' . Ir~ :~ ;~ ,:,·,!<:~,,§ti:~L:;,~ :;.;~0 .. 
Not forgotten, Johnny Rouen turned thirty in January and he is sounding 

bored and tired. Album is a study in excessive musicianship, not without 
flashes of fun or danceability but it is hardly the satisfying PiL record we've 
come to expect every outing. Produced by ace Bill Laswell, we find the band 
resting on their laurels and then some, regressing from the captivating 
Eastern rhythms and religious treble of Flowers of Romance to an 
unconvincing Western conglomeration of overly dramatic guitar wailing 
and affected vocals. Most distressing is the lack of cooperation between 
drummer Marty Atkias and bassist Louis Bernardi, formerly one of the finest 
rhythm sections anywhere but on Album it sounds as if they went in and 
played their sessions separately. Johnny (Rouen) Lydon has never been 50 

buried in mix as he is on all seven of these tracks, which is a tragedy 
considering his recent brilliant performance on the Golden Palominos' LP 
leading me to think that this record might really show off his talent. Wrong. 

The blue and white Pathmark packaging is a scream indeed, as formidable 
a statement as their infamous behind-curtain concert at the Ritz several years 
ago. The seven one-word titles heighten the consumer's interest but the 
sounds don't hold up. "FFF" or "Farewell Fairweather Friend" kicks off 
nicely with its urgent keyboards and driving drms but Lydon sounds like a 
babbling drunkard on Fashion Avenue rattling his can. It seems that Laswell 
was hired to give PiL that funky-yet-dark edge that he is famous for but his 
jumbled, thin arrangements ignore Lydon's rightful provenance. The single 
"Rise" is curiously American sounding and lyrically obscure but it features 
an unlikely PiL chorus (Heavens, .Nol), " ... May the road rise with you ... ," a 
foot-in-his-mouth hint that this might be Lydon's middle-of-the-road hit. It 
is already fairing well on the radio ... Home" is by far the worst thing they've 
ever recorded. Save Lydon's off-beat vocals, the song is musically comparable 
to the worst of Survivor's "Greatest Hits." A lbum ends on the only up-note, a 
jarring guitar attack featuring those Middle-Eastern tendencies that have 
epitomized Lydon's best work. It is the only piece even slightly resembling the 
work of a band contributing to the whole. . 

1984's "This Is What You Want, This Is What You Get ... " represented a 
fair compromise between structural independence and rhythmic 
accessibility. A lbum represented a sad lack of imagination, licks, structure, 
lyrics or star appeal and I can't see how Lydon and Laswell could let these 
,tracks go so uninteresting,. If "Rise" had been a bit more Pop-y, I could 
understand Lydon's desire to make some money and dump in a filler but 
"Rise" is not that Pop-yo So why then? How about C-O-N-T-R-A-C-T? 
Shhhhhl 
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TRIDENT TECHNOLOGIES 

HAS MADE "17" NEW INSTAL

LATIONS ON THE SUNY 

PURCHASE ·CAMPUS. THESE 
INSTALLATIONS INCLUDE SIX 
IN THE 3RD FLOOR DORMI-, 
TORIES, THREE IN .THE 
'PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, 
TWO FOR THE ROOM DIREC
TORS, ONE IN THE COMPUTER 
'ROOM, ONE IN ' CAMPUS 
CENTER NORTH--3RD FLOOR, 
ONE IN THE ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE, ONE IN THE MAINTE

Advntisement 

NANCE BUILDING, ONE 
ADDITIONAL IN THE MUSIC 
BUILDING, ONE IN ,THE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION BUILD
ING. 

-' 

THIS. IS THE FIRST STEP IN 
TRIDENT'S POLICY TO IN
CREASE THE PHONES 'ON 
CAMPUS TO MEET THE NEEDS 
OF THE STUDENT BODY. 

A PHONE IS SCHED·ULED TO 
BE INSTALLED IN THE 
"FOLLOWSPOT" REST AU
RANT PRIOR TO ITS OPENING 
IN JUNE 1986. 

p 

WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO 
COOPERATE ... WITH T iHE 
STUDENT BODY IN INSTAcL~ 
ING eHONES AS THEY ARE 
REQUIRED. 

--TRIDENT' 

TECHNOLOGIES 

INC.,-_
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OPERETTA TONIGHT ·Music 
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M. 

CARLEY 

will perform favorite melodies 
frOI!l Vienna to Broadway in a 

MUSIC DIVISION OFFE- .memorable evening of 
RINGS in the Recital Hall of romance, comedy and 
the Music building for the nostalgia at the Emelin 
next three weeks are as follows Theatre on Saturday, March 
(all are free): 15th, at -8:30 p.m. 

KRIS WIGNESS on Cello. JAY UNGER AND 
Wednesday, March 8th at jJ FRIENDS will play tradi
p.m. tionaI country music at the 

GUEST RECITAL: A Emelin Theatre on Saturday, 
piano/violin recital with March 15th, at 8:30 p.m. 
pianist Paul Leavitt and BRIGADOON, a opera by 
violinist lola Bologovsky. Lerner Be Loewe and 
The program will include performed by the New York 
works b~ Mozart, Copeland, City Opera, opened on 
Bloch, Fennimore and February 28th and continues 
Brahms. Friday, March 7th at . through March 30th at the 
8 p.m. 

DONALD PIRONE on 
Piano. The program will 
include works by Bach, Liszt, 
Schubert, Rathaus, Beethoven 

Ravel and Chopin. 
Wednesday, March 19th, at 8 
p.m. 

DAN BERLINGER on 
Guitar. Thursday, March 
20th, at 6 p.m. 

JIM MC ELWANE, faculty 
member will perform on 
Thursday, March 20th, at 8 
p.m. 

KAREN SPICHER on 
Violin. The program will 
include works by Mozan, 
Bach and Bartok. Saturday, 
March 22nd, at 8 p.m. . 

KATHY SCHRAFF on 
Flute. Wednesday, March 
26th, at 8 p.m. 

/ 

THE PURCHASE JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE will perform on 
Thursday, March 27th, at 8 
p.m. (see back page) 

THE GUARNERI 
STRING QUARTET will 
present an all-Beethoven 
program on Friday, March 
7th, at 8 p.m. in the 
Performing Arts Center. They 
will perform two of 
8efthoven's greatest string 
quartets: QlUlrtet in E-flilt 
Major, Opus 127 ana Quartet 
in F Major, Opus '9, No.1. 

GREENWICH CHORAL 
SOCIETY will be performing 
in Theatre A of the 
Performing Arts Center on 
Saturday, March 8th, at8p.m. 

PHILHARMONIA 
VIRTUOSI will feature 
Cellist Carter Brev in a 
program to indude Haydn, 
Tchaikovsky and Wagner in 
Theatre A of the Performing 
AnsCenteronSunday, March 
16th, at 3 p.m. 

THE - CHAMBER 
SOCIETY OF ·LlNCON 
CENTER returns to the 
Performing Arts Center for 
the serond of a three-coneen 
aeries .on Thursday, March 
27th at 8 p.m. Charles 
Wadsworth, artistic director 
and pianist. will join the 
artists of the Society in a 
program of works by Sarasate, 
Paganini, Brahms and 
TdWkoVsky. 

STONY BOOK TRIO, a 
young, spirited chamber 
music ensrmble will perform 
at the Emelin Theatre on 
library Lane in Mamaroneck 
OIl Thursday, March 13th at 
8:50 p.m. 

New York State Theatre at 
Lincoln Center. Tickets prices 
range from S6 to $37. 

Visual~ 'Arts 

AN AUcnON OF STU
DENT ART WORK will be 
held in the Pub on 
Wednesday, March5th,at4:30 
p.m. Previews will be held . 
that afternoon between 12 
noon and 4 p.m. The proceeds 
from this auction will go 
·toward the expenses of 
holding a Smior Group 
Exhibition in the Buder 
Building. 

RECENT ART FROM 
CHICAGO will open on 
March 8th and continue 
through April 5th at the 
Artists Space at 2~ West 
Broadway in New York City. 
This non-profit, alternative 
gallery will present a group 
exhibition of ten Chicago 
artists along with an 
installation in the Basement 
Gallery. A Curator's Talk 
with Susanne GheZ will take 
place on Saturday, March 8th, 
at3 p.m. 

THE ART OF DRAWING 
will be presented at the 
Barbara Mathes Gallery at851 
Madison Avenue in New York 
City (212-249-3600)~ Drawings 
by such reknown artists cu 
William Baziotes, David 
Hackney, Elsworth Kelly, Lee 
Krasner, Claus Oldenberg, 
Susan Rothenberg and Cy 
Twombly will be on display 
until April 5th. 

FRANCOIS BOUCHER'S 
PAINTINGS will be on 
exhibit at the Metropolitan 
Museum of An from now 
through May 4th, 1986. This 
18th Century French Rococco 
artist is presented here in a 
long. overdue retrospective. 

RICHARD SERRA/ 
SCULPTURE is being 
presented by the Museum of 
Modern An through May 
13th. This is the first major 
American retrospective of his 
~ork. It consists of ten works 
of sculpture representing a 
twenty-year period. On vi~ 
are several works created 
expressly for the exhibition 
along with well-known 
works. Unfonunately, Tilted 
Arc was not able to be brought 
to MOMA for this exhibition. 
It can still be seen, though, at 
qne Federal Plaza. 
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FROM COURBET TO 
CEZANNE: A NEW 19TH 
CENTURY will be on exhibit 
at the Brooklyn Museum at 
200 Eastern Parkway (718-638
5000) from March 14th 
through May 5th, 1986. This 
is.a sampling of masterpieces 
from the Musee d'Orsay, 
which is set to open in Paris at 
the end of the year. Works by 
Monet, Degas, Redon and 
Cameron will also be included 
in the exhibition. 

" 

MIES VAN DER ROHE: 
CENTENNIAL EXHIBI
TION is at the Museum of · 
Modern Art through April 
15th. MOMA is presenting the 
most comprehensive survey to 
date of the architecture and 
furniture of Mies van der 
Rohe. This exhibition 
consists of approximately 450 
drawings, accompanied by 
photographs . of his major 
buildings. Also featured' are 
ten architectural models. 

A WOODWORKING 
EXHIBITION will be 
presented in the V.A. Gallery 
on the first floor of the Visual 
Arts building from March 22 
until April 2. 

FilDl 


THE STUDENT SEN
ATE FILM SERIES will 
present The Gods Mu,st Be ' 
Crazy on Thursday and Friday 
evenings, March 6th and 7th 
at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in the 
Humanities Theatre. On 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 
March 21st, 22nd and 23rd, 
they will present Priui's 
Honor at 7 p.m. and II p.m. 
On those same three evenings 
Hammett will be presented at 
9 p.m. On Tuesday, March 
25th, The Life and Times of" 
Haroey· Milk will (really) be 
playing at 7:~0 and 10 p.m. 

BASILEUS QUARTET 
(1984) will be playing on 
March 14th at the Emelin 
Theatre in Mamaroneck at 7 
p.m. and 9:50. It is in Italian 
with English subtitles. 

CLEMENS KLOPFSTEIN'S 
FILMS will be presented at 
the Museum of Modern An on' 
PtJarch 16th, 20th, 21st and 
22nd. This Swiss filmmaker, 
who makes instinctive rather 
than intellectual films, will be 
present to discuss his work 
with the audience. Call 212
708-9400 for times and other 
information. 

IAN HUGO'S FILMS will be 
presented at the Museum of 
Modem Art on March 16th, 
17th and 18th. Mr. Hugo 
began as a painter in the 1920s 
in Puis where he lived and 
worked with .his wife, Anais' 
Nin. For many years he 
maintained two identities, 
one as an artist and the other 
as an international banker. In 
the 1960s he gave up banking 
to devote himself to art. 

Dance 

VISIBLE SPECTRUM 

presents Susan Osberg and the 
Workwfth Dancers on 
Thursday, March 20th, at 7:30 
p.m. in the Humanities 

,Thealfe. They will perform 
. two pieces: Roulette, a dance 
which is created sponta
neously -pau~rns that are 

.determined objectively by 
chance procedures, the music 
is by Robbie Ruggieri; and 
Earth Angel, a dance in which 
images and rhythms of the 
ancients are interrelated with 
the frenzied tensions of 
modem life, the music is ,by 
David Byrne and Brian Eno. 
The Workwith Dancers are 
Pat Cremins and Lisa Deppe. 
Admission is free. 

RONDO DANCE 
THEATRE'S 15th Annual 
Celebration will be in Theatre 
A of the Performing Art 
Center on Friday, March 21 st, 
at8 p.m. 

GARTH FAGAN'S 
DANCE BUCKET 
THEATRE will present a 
unique blend of Afro
Caribbean and modern dance 
elementS in the Performing 
Arts Center on Saturday, 
March 22nd, at -8 p.m. 

THE CENTRAL 
BALLET OF CHINA will 
perform a classical repertoire 
including Act II of Swan Lake 
and the Pas ·de Deux from 
Giselle at the Brooklyn 
Academy of- Music from 
March 4th until the 16th. 

Miscel-


PAUL SEGAL, Architect, 
will lecture in the Visual Arts 
building, Room 1016, on 
Tuesday, March 18th, at 4 

, p.m. 
. JIM LONG, Painter, will 
speak as part of the V.A. 
Lecture Series on Thursday, 
March 20th, at II :30 a.m. in 
Room 1019 of the Visual Arts 
building. . 

ALFONSE METTIA, 
Sculptor/Furniture designer, 
will speak as part of the V.A. 
Lecture, Series on Thursday, 
March 27th, at II :30 a.m. in 
Room 1019 of the Visual Arts 
building. 

AMERICAN ARTISTS 
AND THE MAINE COAST: 
1830-1930 will be the topic 
addressed by john Wilmer
ding, Deputy Director of the 
National Gallery of Art in 
Washington DC, on Monday, _ 
March 10th, at 8 p.m. This is 
part of the Whitney Museum's 
Distinguished Lecturers 
Series and will be held at the . 
Asia Society at 725 Park 
Avenue in New York City. 
Tickets, which are SIO, are 
available at the museum's 
sales desk. 

Theatre 
HAMLET ~i11 be presented 


by joseph Papp in the New 

York Shakespeare Festival. 

This begins on March 4th at 8 

p.m. at the Public Theatre at 

425 Lafayette Street in New 

York City (212-598-7150) . . 


.: -S~~ENATE
,- ;-",'-- ".l r , . ~.~. -~FILM 

March 

4 Erendira 


6-7 The Gods Mwt Be Crazy 

18 Seven Samurai 


21-23 Priuis Honor/Hammett 

25 The Times of Haroey Milk 


April 
I Cartoon Festival 

8 Welles Double 
Arkadin/The Stranger 


11-13 Desperately Seeking Swan 

22 Keneth Anger Films 


25-27 Pee- Wee Herman's Big 

Adventure/The Nutty 

Erotic Film 
Professor 


SERIES-' 

Feature: Mr. 

29 Best Of New York 
Festival 

May 

6 Female Trouble 

8-10 Student Films 


.- "... • 
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1'·Peer Selecti'on '0.£ Student 

Graduation Speakers 


We-object to the new process of selecting student speakers. We object to the student speakers being 
selected by any other body than the rightful one: their peers. We object to the intervention of the 
administration or the faculty in this process on any level 

Why has the administration changed this. process so suddenly and quietly? Why was this matter never 
brought to the attention of the students? Why were they not involved in the process of making this 
decision? It is only common sense that the students not be invloved in the decision to rob them of their 
vote in another area. Yes, we've heard that before ... The Domino Theory. 

We recognize that there have been problems in the past. We recognize that Graduation is an important _ 
ceremony to the College. But we also recognize that it is the crowning achievement of any student's 
experience at Purchase. We recognize that Graduation is the momeln when each member of the Class of 
'86 will stand on stage and be proud of what he or she has done for the College and be grateful for what the 
College has done for them. They've earned the right to nominate their speakers. 

If something has to be done, so be it. A commiuee of students selected from ,the senior class by 
nomination could interview and choose the speakers. This would create a process by which the senior 
class could-still hold this responsibility, and by which members of the cljlsscould be judged by their peers. 
This would create a process by which the problems of the past could be avoided or at least mitigated. 

We call on the administration to end their intervention in the process of selecting student speakers. We 
call on all the divisions of the College to end their intervention in the -process of selecting student 
speakers. And finally, we call on the senior class to stand up for what they have earned. 

To J'Pul:1 'or N,bt ..tl)-h:~pul~1 

. .1' . 

The Plug 

"I've got bad news." 
With those words the doctors announced to the Load staff that the Load typesetter has terminal cancer:. 

"We might try cutting out the disk drive," they said, "but we fear the disease has already spread into the 
keyboard and the internal memory." 

The sorrow we feel for the suffering of our loyal friend we cannot adequately express. But we will not be 
overcome with grief. 

To our fellow students wesay this: We will persevere. It is our destiny. If and when, however, an issue of 
The Load comes out in a typeface that seems awfully close to "handwriting" rather Jhan "Bookman," 
you will know that the end has come for our bulky little friend, that the patient is "kaputsky," and woe 
shall we and thee then be. 

We shall now delve into a greater social issue: euthanasia. It is true that our typesetter has survived the 
trauma of the last few issues, but only with the aid of stimulants. constant medical supervision and 
extensive coaching and coaxing. Watching the typesetter perform has been in its pathos akin to watching 
your grandmother shovel coal. - . 

Despite its obvious agony, it has not been granted the right to die-with dignity. When will its suffering 
end? Doesn't anyone have the heart to pull the plug? 

P:awns of 'Co,lIllIlunism=? 


LETTERS 
MORE "INSTITUTIONAL 

NEED" . 
To the' Editors: 

Con-gratulations on your first issue, which -w<ls modest, but of 
notably higher standards,than anything I've seen from Tht! Load 
in some time. Your lead article, "Tanner, Stessel Dropped", is the 
kind of reporting of important campus events and trends which 
has long been lacking. It was well thought out, well researched 
and well written. It is important, however, (<I m<lner of 
joum<llistic responsibility, y'see) to h<lve by·lines. (In other 
words, who wrote the piece?) 

Meanwhile, it should not be forgouen th<ltthe firingofTanner 
and Stessel is part of <I wider series of I<ly·offs in the Leners and 
Sciences Department since Ted Gross beame dean. Other faculty 
to h<lve been boOted by Gross include AI<ln S<ldovinik, StU<lrt 
Fiedel, R<lj!1<li K<lnth and Marcus Burke. Like Tannerand Stl"ssel, 
al1 of these professors were wel1 liked by their students. all had 
positive recommendations from their studentlf<lculty review 
commillees and al1 were c<lnned on the flimsiest of excuses. Gross 
accused Fiedel, for eumple, of not h<lving published enough·· 
though he had just completed <In important book which is now 
being published by the highly respect<lble Cambridge Press. 

The brooder schem<l for the on·going gUlling of Leneo and 
Science remains the idea of "institution<ll need .. •• th<lt is that 
these people were done <lway with not because they were in any 
way poor f<lculty, but beause the institution needs to reprioritilC' 
its resources. That might be <lCCeptable·· if anyone h<ld realty 
articulated wh<lt the new priorities were. But no one, least 01 all 
Gross, has been' able to s.uisfactorily <lnswer the question of wh<lt 
the new needs of the institution Me··or been <lble to formulate any 
new vision for the school in such a way thatjustifiesgeuing rid of 
exceptional junior f<lculty. Assuming th<ltthe prim<lry mission of 
the school is good teaching, common sense would suggest that 
good teachers should be retained and tenured. But there is twisted 
logic in the Grebstein administntion which, with high 
enrol1ment as its pre-eminent gool, seems to believe th<lt <I strong 
<lnd unique Iibenl <IrIS progr;lm is in oppostion to <I good P.R. 
posture, and hence, to high enrol1ment <lnd decent retention rates. 
Rather, like network television, mediocrity for the masses has 
become their stock·in·tnde. And so they keep ditching good 
teachers and good programs. 

My point is just that there <Ire ,brood <lvenues for ~,""I 
joum<llism here·· in both the c1<1shing politics <lnd the clashing 
philosophies. Fundamental questions about the direction of the 
school h<lve been <lsked in the past few ye<lu, <lnd so f<lr the 
answers h<lve been preuy unil<lter<ll, preuy hasty and, in my eyes, 
mostly wrong. ' 

Which reminds me of something I found out recently; sort 01 
symbolic of <III this stuff. Did you guys know th<lt Norm 
(T<lylor?)-· the guy in ch<Irge of the physical pl<lnt·· has t<lken it 
upon himself to do <lW<lY with the tradition of graduating 
students e<lch painting one brick on campus? And, he's actual1y 
been w<lshing al\ the painted bricks? Preuy crude huh? Like, if 
there's anything this school doesn't need just now is JERKS likt· 
NORM making the school more BROWN. But it just goes to 
show Y<l... 
Sincerely, 

Joelundau 

RESPONSIBILITY? 

To the Editors: 

Jock Doubleday's Ont! Small Voic~: Double Pat""alism and 
tht! Faultless Society, FebrullJ)' 19, seems to infer th<lt were it not 
for the l<lCk of <lccount<lbility on the pan of the government and 
indiviudal citizens, <IS we use e<lch <IS scapegoats, we, as 
individuals, would t<lke responsibility for our own lives, rl"aliU' 
our innate mor<llity <lnd be charit<lble to those in need. 

This leads me -to wonder, which pl<lnet did Mr. Doubleday 
grow up on? Has he <I vision which History h<lsyetto realize of an 
ideal society of equ<ll opportunity walking h<lnd in hand with the 
re<llity of soci<ll stntification <lnd exploitation? For one who 
claims to know something <lbout responsibility, I would think 
Mr. 'Doubleday would focus his energy on constructive propo5;lls 
or critiques which hold relev<lnce toward a hum<ln condition 
called civiliz'llion. 
Sincerely, 
Steph<lnie B;l5Ch 

Letters continued on page \3 
.r' -----------
Letters to the Editor should be no 
longer than 250 words and signed. 
They may be edited for brevity. 
These can be left at the Info Booth 
CCN, c/o The LOAD, or at our 
office, 0028, CCS. 

troups.ln other wordsothe war ~ould continue and 
get worse. 

What would happen if U.S. support were 
terminated? Edgar Chamorro, an ex-member of the 
Fuerza Democratica Nicaraguense, the principal 
U.S.-funded Contra group fighting to overthrow the 
Nicaraguan government, wrote recently in T he New 
York Times COp-Ed" Jan. 9): "If U.S. support were 
terminated, the Contras would not only be incapable 
of conducting any military activities against the 
Sandinistas, but would also begin to disintegrate." 
This means that the war would end. The Sandinistas 
would have time and money to continue with the 
enormous advances in education, housing and 
health care, issues of vital importance to Nicaragua's 
poor majority. 

All those who feel that the war should end should 
call, telegram or visit their congressional 
representatives. The message is: LET NICARAGUA 
LIVEI 

By FELICITY ARENGO 
President Reagan is pushing for $100 million in 

new aid to the Nicaraguan counterrevolutionaries 
(known as Contras) based in Honduras. The request 
is not for new funds but for authorization to transfer 
money from the existing Defense Department 
budget. The authorization would include $70 
million in military and PO million in nonmilitary 
help such as food and medical supplies. Last year, 
Congress approved $27 million in nonmilit.ary aid 
to the Contras. This appropriation expires on 
March 31, 1986. ' 

To get support for his request, Reagan has 
launched a new "anti-Nicaragua" campaign, and 
the Administration is trying to accuse the 
Nicaraguan Sandinista government of all possible 
evils. 

The issue of the Nicaraguan Presidential elections 
has been revived. The Chairman of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Richard 
Lugan (R-Indiana) sustains that the election in 
1984, which the Sandinistas w'on by' an 
overwhelming majority, was frauduient. He argues 
that the aim of the $100 million should be to press 
the Nicaraguan government to hold free and fair 
elections "like the Philippines." 

Secretary of State George Shulu sustains that the 
Nicaraguan government receives military advice 

from Cuba and the Soviet Union, distributes 
weapons to the rebels in EI Salvador, Honduras, 
Costa Rica and Colombia, and is involved in drug 
trafficking. He does not and cannot provide evidence 
that confirms these accusations. It is a known fact, 
though, that the Pentagon will conduct large-scale 
military exercises in Honduras. The first exercise, 
under the code name Cabana 86, will fea~ure the 
construction of an airstrip 20 miles from the 
Nicaraguan border; airborne drops of United States 
paratroopers and maneuvers by Social Operations 
Forces. 

The Reagan Administration's campaign to win a 
free hand for war on Nicaragua also tries to picture 
opponents of the aid policy as pawns of 
Communism. Conservative organizations are 
helping the Administration with the campaign. The 
National Endowment for the Preservation of 
Liberty--a two-year-old organization that has 
backed conservative positions in foreign policy--said 
it planned a $1 .2 million advertising campaign of30 
television commercials. 

What would happen if the request for aid passed? 
"For every Contra we supply with a new gun," 
Senator Hatfield (R-Oregon) said, "countless elderly 
Americans will go without meals." House Speaker 
Thomas O'Neill (D-Mass.) said that aiding the 
Contras would lead to intervention with American 0 

http:troups.ln
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STUDENT TURNS ON TIGER 

A Smal.l 'LPrice to ~,P'ay 

By TOM ROBERTS 

• 


To the Editors: 

My name is Anita GutoU and I am a junior in the Drama 
Studies program. I am one person among many who are very 
angry that Sunday's performance of Tiger At the Gates was 
cancelled without proper notice to the campus community. I 
understand that at ~ :OO PM there was a crowd of people standing 
outside the Dance building waiting to be let in for the 
performance. Apparently the door was locked and there was no 
sign informing those who had come that the performance was 
cancelled. In my opinion this is inexcusable. I was assigned to see 
this production in two of my classes and there is absolutely no 
reason why I should not have been able to see it on the last day of 
its performance. 

What I so strongly object to is not the fact that tile performance 
was cancelled but, rather, the manner in which the cancellation 
was h~ndled. Signs should have been posted on campus 
informing people that this performance was cancelled so that 
they could plan ahead of time to go see one of the earlier 
performances. I suUered from this because I subsequently went to 
two seperateclasses ~nprepared. One of my professors stated that 
if you want to see something in the theatre you should always go 
as early as possible during a run. This may be true but it is not 
always possible to do this. In'my case it was not possible. I do not 
think that that should also mean that we, the students and 
campus community, do not have the right to know about it ahead 
of time. 

In helping Ferdinand Marcos and Jean-Claude 
'Duvalier to escape from justice, the United States 
seems to be -using politically and morally sound 
judgement for a change. In a perfect world these two 

'gangsters would be held accountable for their 
crimes. The U.S. however, in providing both men 
with the means to escape brought about the quickest 
and least costly transition of power possible. 

Marcos and Duvalier wele in similiar situations. 
The hand writing was on the wall as far as the 
international community was concerned. The 
question was how long it would take to unseat them, 
how much it would cost in human life and suffermg, 
and who would replace them. Both men's regimes 
still possessed considerable power. Marcos felt he 
could count on enough of the army to make a fight of 
it, and Duvalier still had his personal secret police 
and militia. The U.S. in advising them to leave and 
offering them a safe way out prevented major 
,eruptions of violence between the regimes and 

opposition forces. 
Some defenders of this action claim that the U.S. 

has a moral responsibility to both of these men, 
especially President Marocs. Marcos had supported 
U.S. policy, is a personal friend of the Reagans, and 
obviously is a man in need. It would be wrong for the 
U.S. to tum its back. Marcos is a thief and a 
murderer. ' Duvalier is worse. Yet many people feel 
that these men's loyalty to the U.S. is a primary 
consideration. Sure'they're slimy, but we have a 
commitment. More importantly, there are still a 
number of other dictators and oppressors at large 
who feel thal their voting record in the U.N. 
similarly entitles them to support. Therefore, it is 
important to send the message that at any time they 
want to halt the bloodshed and corruption they can 
come right over. Perhaps the State Department 
could create a dictatorial retreat by a lake with a golf 
course and sauna to make this 'Offer more attractive. 
I( seems a small price to pay. 0 

~, 

One':Small Voice: The Land Never Ow-ned 

By DEBORAH TAYLOR Hence individuals do not really own their land; 
and JOCK DOUBLEDAY." property is merely 'Tented 'from the state until th(' 

major.ity or a public "representative" decides that 
The appearance of One Small Voice as a 'column development Of land for ptiblicuse is necessary. 

in The Load has prompted the question as to what 
the ideology behind the column is. The answer to The United States of America is a country whose 
that is radical libertarianism. Not to say that it is a ideology of "private enterprise" is therefore 
libertarian column, but that the basic ideology is rhetorical bluster, for without the absolute right to 
based on the principles of. libertarianism. his or her property, an individual is not free to 

A quote from Karl Hess from his article "The engage in further property negotiations in the 
Death of Politics", which appeared in the March marketplace. 
1969 issue of Playboy, best describes what What does it mean to own something? It means 

~ libertarianism is about. "Libertarianism is the view that an agent has the right touse the property owned 
that each man is the absolute owner of his life, to use in whatever manner the agent wishes, as long as that 
and dispose of it as he sees fit; that all man's social use does not deny otheT individuals the use of their 
actions should be voluntary; and that respect for PTofhTty. Does the United States allow any 
every other man's similar and equal ownership of PROPERTY to. exist? No, because property in 
life and, by extension, the property and fruits of that America, as in-all other countries, is owned by the 
life, is the ethical basis of a humane and open collective and is therefore owned by no one. No one 
society. In this view, the only function of law or can use the property in question in the manner he or 
government is to provide, the sort of self-defense she wishes when the use of that property is up to a 
against violence that an individual, if he were majo~ty vote. 
powerful enough, would provide for himself,. The 
socio-economic form of this radical revolutionary The collective thereby controls not only the land 
position is laissez-faire capitalism." Clearly this but the individuals themselves. The collective 
position is the only political ideology based on deteTmines where an individual may live and how 
rationality and reason, which are necesSary in order long he or she may live there. In fact, an individual's 
to have any semblence of both a moral and decent land and home may be confiscated by the collective 

for a number of reasons in the United States, each of society. 
these reasons Constitutionally based. Hence the 
state's property, the collective's owning, extehds to 
all land, all homes and all people. 

Land is not individually owned in the United If we accept the proposition that land in United 
Slates, nor is it owned by individuals anywhere in States is state-own~,.Jhen the proposition that we 
the world. Private property has never existed except live in a socialist sOciety must also be accepted as 
as an idea in all of recorded history. States always true. A state in which propenydoes not exist per se is 
have, retained the right to determine what should be a socialist state. Certainly we are allowed more 
done with the land under their "jurisdiction." freedoms of exchange in the United States, but one 

In the United States, the Constitutional basis for basic liberty is not sectire: an individual's absolute 
the right of the state to force individuals off their right to his or her property, and hence the right to his 
1aodis found in the Fifth Amendment. The relevant or her own life, the right to live in peace when living 
clause reads: " ...nor shall private property be, taken peaceably. ' 
for public use without just compensation." --------------- 

The Load prints views from the entire political This wording makes it sound as if the government spectrum and is a nonpartisan publication. ( 0is doing individuals a favor by compensating them 

for the land appropriated from them, but in 

actuality it does not. If this statement were not in the 

Constitution, (and if its cousin clause in the 

Fourteenth Amendment were alSQ struck) there 

would be no legal basis for the State's action of 

appropriation, and the state could not simply take 

individuals' land by law. It is likely that individuals 

would favor this notion of absolute right to property 

ovrr the p~t policy of compensation faT eviction. 


The moral premise behind the clause in the Fifth 

Amendment is that an individual should not have

the right to the property he or she has purchased 

from the state or from another individual. If a large 

portion of the population (or even only 51 %, oreven 

leu than that--40%, 20%, 10% --approaching 0%, in 

the. system of representation we now endorse) wants 

10 build a railroad or a school or a park on land 

already owned by ail individual, the Fifth 

Amendment gives them the legal right to do so. 


, 
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Sincerely, 
Anita R. GutoU 

By JENS. WILKINSON 
We are all castle-builders. But it is not foolish to 

have visions unless we hide our eyes behind dark 
blindfolds and refuse to open ourselves to criticism. 

We all have hidden ideals, ideals that cover up, 
ideals that place the more unpleasant facets of 
society behind a thin veil of ignorance. Behind 
capitalism stands one such paradigm. A beautiful 
and abstract principle: private property. It is 
assumed, we are told, that a human being may own 
land. may own water, may own earth. It is also 
assumed that a human may own other living beings. 

People who ' believe in the so-called ideals of 
capitalism claim that a man may own property. and 
that whatever he owns is his to use. That nobody else 
may tell him what to do with his precious 
possessions. That nobody else may concern 
themselves with the damage that he d~s to it. 

People who believe in the so-called ideals of 
capitalism claim , that the state has no right to take 
away what any person owns. That wealth is sacred. 

But tell me, what if the lives of thousands of living 
beings hang in the balance? What if the rhinoceri of 
Ihe Serengeti are on the verge of extinction? What if 
the American bison are on-the verge of extinction? ~ 
What if the gorillas of Africa are on the verge of 
extinction? What then of this great ideal of 
capitalism? What then of private property? Does the 
wealth of one human being supercede all 
consideration for the livelihood of other beings? 

It may seem obvious that any ideal.that holds a 
person's property abo\'e the extinction of a species is 
ludicrous. But for many people it seems perfectly 
naturaL Maybe it will take the extermination of 
another thousand species before the majopty of the 
human race comes to the conclusion that they have 
h, en profoundly misguided and deades to do 
something about it. Only a handful of people in the 
world have committed themselves to ending the 
destruction of the earth by n:tankind. There is no 
logical reason why every one of us has not joined 
them yet. For as the maxim goes: "If you are not part 
of the solution you are part of the problem." 

Capitalism is a system with a dangerous beauty. 
Rut of what worth is it to us if by using its ideals we 
destroy everything worth saving? LJ 

~ . 
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"MORNING CREW", (rom page 5 
to decide what they want their kids exposed to. I 
don't think it's our job to censor. I'm all relative 

I'd prefer people to do it on their own, not to go out 
and sleep around, but herpes is a dead serious issue 

They don't walk in and hand us a sheet; we mix it up 
from what we call the Library. If there's a hot song 
we want to hear we play it. Altt:! the Fire, one of his 
favorite songs, Just a Gigolo, one of mine. 

because there is a certain amount of self-censorship. 
When you put out a record you say to yourself, gee, if 
I put these words into it nobody's going to buy it, 
nobody's going to play it on the radio. Then we hear 
things and we say, gee, that's really tasteless. It's 

to make you stay indoors. PMRC makes people look 
inward 10 the lyrics and stuff but I wish that they 
didn't have to do it all the way. I'd rather do it 
ourselves than have Tipper Gore, whoever she is, do 
it. First of all Tipper, it's not your business. Go be a 

RN: Basically, the Library isa universe of songs that 
fit the format of the radio station and amongst that 
we have a lot of choices. We try to keep a balance 
going because if we played what we personally liked 
we'd be ignoring a large segment of th!! audience. If 
we play something that's a little obscure we try to 

more taste than anything else. Some things just 
don't belong on the air. Then there's a whole bunch 
of gray areas. There's a lot of Rolling Stones songs 
that denigrate women. Like Squirming Dog, Under 
my Thumb. That stu£( is probably more dangerous 

. to young male thought processes than some of the 

wife to your husband. If Tipper Gore was Sally 
Johnson, the cashier at the A & P, would she be 
getting all this press? I don't think so. The fact that 
she married Senator Albert Gore has a lot to do with 
it. Tipper, go do something else. Let the people who 
know what they're talking about handle it, as 

come back with something that's popular. other things. opposed to some housewife with time on her hands 

What would you rather play moTe 0/7 MM: All they're doing is shocking people to get 
who wants to talk about something she doesn't 
know too much about. 

MM: I wish we could be more outrageous. By that I them to go out and buy records. "Gee, my mom will 
mean throw a Sex Pistols in there or even play the die when she hears this." Even Prince, and I love In what directions do you thinlc roclc is moving' 
third song o£( the new Simple Minds album. Joni Prince, does it. He'd be whipping along with a nice MM: I think we're more in a "Can I make a lot of 
Mitchell has a new album out tha.t I'm going to go melody and all of a sudden, "motherfucker" would money on this?" era, to where it doesn't have to be 
yell ... not yell, pitch to the program director. I wish jump out of nowhere. It didn't have anything to do good as long as they buy it. It's tough to get 
we could playa wider spectrum of things because with a song. It's like "Oh, aren't 1 shocking you?" something on the air now if it's . not masS-appeal 
sometimes you get into playing John Cougar but it's When the people come after you for doing that you sounding, just like the last 20 number one songs. 
the same song you've heard for the last 10 days. Play ought to be able to take the heat as ~pposed to saying This is something that DJs laugh about--if 
something di£(erent from John Cougar! "First Amendment." On the other hand I go back to Yesterday by the Beatles came out today nobody 

to what Richard said. It's the parent's job. It's not would play it because there's no place for little 
RN: It's the same for me. Deeper cuts. If you're Tipper Gore down in Washington's job to do that. acoustic songs like tha t which is one ofthe classicsof 
going to play a band called Foreigner you'll While she's out working with the Senate where are the '60's. Where is it to go? Are you going to put that 
probably hear the same 4 or 5 songs. It'd really be her kids? They're home listening to WASP. "Tum it on this station? I don't think so. Y QU can play it now 
nice to play something like Luann that wasn't a big up, Mom's gone!" because they're used to it. Now they are looking for 
hit single or anything but a great song. There are a Duran Duran, the next Culture Club. Quality is a 
lot of good songs born big albums but you just don't Do you thinJc the PMRC debacle will have G1I effect tough thing to find now; commercial hilS are what 
hear them on the radio because they weren't 011 the diTectimu of roclc music' they want. 
necessarily singles. I'd like to play some of those 
songs more often and yet the station spends a lot of RN: It already has. The industry has voluntarily RN: Another thing you are going to hear is 
money researching what people want to hear and decided to put warning stickers on albums for things computerized music. Rolling Stone just had an 
that's basically what you play. like offensive language. What I fear is that people article on it. They were talking about how John 

will say, "gee, your record's not going to sell unless Bonham hitting a snare and you can duplicate his 
Do 'YOU f«l that roclc has become so dmageTOUS that it's R rated instead of X r:ated", so they're going to style on a computer chip. That doesn't create a lot of 
we need something lilce Parents' Music Resource 
CenteT (PMRC) , 

have to water down some arti.stie things. brilliance and originality in Rock and Roll--it 
creates a lot of repetition. If something is good, it'll 

RN: I don't think it's dangerous. I think kids are MM: This is going to be a weird analogy. See if you just be repeated over and over again. Now that's a 
going to make up their minds one way or another. can follow it. It is sort of like how herpes makes little scary. You like to think ' that there are 
There are a lot of other influences out there other people not go and sleep with everybody. It's sort of innovators who'll come up with different styles and 
than a rock record. I really think it's the parents' job good for the self esteem. PMRC I see the same way. things but I really don't see that happening. 

TAKE A BITE OF THE BIG APPLE 
BECOME A 

~©OO[§~ 
IN THE NEW YORK CITY 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
starting Salary for 
Full-Time Teachers 

$20,000 + 
(effective 9/9/86) 

FUll-DME. PART-DME. PER DIEM 
POSITIONS AVAIlABlE IN AU AREAS. 

SpecIal need for TEACHERS In the areas of 
MATHEMATICS, ENGLlSH~SCIENCE, FOREIGN 

LANGUAGES, SPECIAL EDUCATION, BILINGUAL 

EDUCATION, INDUSTRIAL ARTS I: TRADE SUBJECTS 

MINIMUM ELIGl8ILfTY REQUIREMENTS: 

_ Boccoulaureate degree plus appropriate academic course work 

In a subject area. 


_ For those whO do not possess collegiate courses In professional 

educc;:Jl1on. a commitment to complete 12 semester hours In 

education at a rate of nOt less than 6 semester hours per year. 


_ TemporarY certIfIcotlon In special edUCation requires the 12 

semester hours as a prerequisite and a commitment to complete 

24 hours of·coursewor1c: In special edUCation at a rate of not less 

than 6 semester hours per year. 


OR 
_ PossessIon of valid. appropriate New York State teacher 


certification In a specific license area and level 

EXCEPTION: TeocI'leIs a tIod$ subjects must offer evid8nce 


a a high fChooI diplama plus fou years a 

fun-time. paid experience In the specific trade. 


BENERTS INCLUDE: 

_ fully-paid health Insurance. - Pension plan for appointed teachers 

Choice of plans - Excellent In-seMce program 
_ Coverage fO( - Opportunities fO( additional 

prescrlplion drugs. employment on a per-session basis 
optical and dental procedures - A great variety of colleges and 

_ UberOl vacation periods. unlverslties available to pursue 
paid holidays graduate studv 

WE INVITE YOUR INQUIRY 

R 
~ EQUAl vlII~e of Recruitment and CounseUng 

0f'P()R1\;MY DMSION OF PERSONNEL 
EMPlOYER 65 Court Street . Lobby 

M/F/H Brooklyn, New York 11201 
1 (718) 596-8060 or 1 (718) 596-7300 

new York City 
Boald of Education 

MONDAY I RJESDAY 
WIllIG NITE - All Bulldlo SCHNAPI'S NITE - All'sholS 

and Sou.hm> SIy~ Wings of Schnapps (Pepj>mnin'. 


HAU PRICE a •. 10 each Cinnamon. PeachlTee and 


7:00 p.m. to Midni.. Roo.beer) $1.00 each 

7:00 p.m. to Midni.e 

WEDNESDAY I THURSDAY 
DOG NITE - Ho.s Dogs are WHJn LIGHThlNG - All 

.so EACH. with all toppings Shots (and standard cock.ails) 


(Na<;ho Cheese. Kraut and of Vodka. Gin. Rum or T "Iuila 


Onions) .It each 51." each 


7:00 p.m. to Midnite 7:00 p.m. to Midnito 

" 

w·J·MAGUIRE'S 
BAR" GRILL " 

105 Mamaroneck 
_~f 

Ave. White Plains. 
- 683-5838 

CALLING ALL 
CAMP 
COUNSELORS! 
If you ..••... 

Need a Summer Job, P 

Are At Least 18 Yrs. Old, 

Complete 1 Yr. of College by June Ie 


Have Private of Organizational 

Camp Experience 


Camp Placement Unit 

NEW YORK STATE JOB SERVICE 


16 E. 42nd St., NYC 

(NEVER A FEE) 


For Information About 

GENERAL/SPECIALTY COUNSEWR 


OPENINGS 

(Available throughout the Northeast) 


Call: 

Vi Anderson: 212-599-7~OO 

GOO'D 
FOOD. 
AN,D 
CHEAP~ 

. . 

DRINK 

J# 




Women's Basketball 

The SUNY Purchase Women's 
Basketball team, suffering from a lack 
of experienced players, nonetheless 
man;.ged to come in second in the 
Hudson Valley Conference this 
season. Purchase beat Marymount 
College to take second place. 

Coach Stabile looks forward to the 
coming season· with' 'confidence, a 
feeling reflected by the players who felt 
that the team develops .well over the 
course of the season. Of . the three 
returning players, Laura Lefland, 
Babe Gerardi and Claudia Peria, 
Lefland and Gerardi were key players 
in the ~nference games. 

. i~ 

J! CAMPUS 
ADVElmSING REP 

Be responsible for placing advertising 

materials on your campus bulletin boards. 

Work on exciting marketing programs for 

clients such u American Express. AT &: T, 


Sony and Sierra Club. Choose your own 

boon. Good experience and great money! 


For more information c:aII, 

1-1D)·426-5S37 9-S pm. 


(West Coast time) 


ReJnSentative Program 
AmeriQD Passage 
SOO Third Ave West 
Seattle, WA 98119 

QlDOO OAUAS UII AIICZW NEW YOIl Sl!Am.E 

By 

JUNE 

KOSWFF 

.Men's Fencing 

SUNY Purchase's Men's Fencing 
team came close to defeating 
undefeated Columbia on February IS, 
but were thwarted in their attempt 
when on.e of their players, Chris West, 
was unable to compete because of 
illness. Purchase lost three points 
automatically, and was unable to beat 
Columbia _ because of that loss, 
according to team member Stuart 
Cottingham. Purchase has a r~rd of 
I and 12. The only win was against 
SUNY Maritime. 

There have been a number of close 
calls, said Cottingham, and there was 
disappointment felt by the team in not 
defeating Columbia because of 
sickness. Coach AI Kwartler pointed 
out that the team has dedicated 
members, and that there.. is a 
willingness to learn and participate. 
Many of the players are new to the 
team this year. Coach Kwartler 
pointed out that the team is open to 
any matriculated SUNY Purchase 
student: 

Filler 

, 
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mam 
Researchers Find 
Cigarettes 

Cigarette packages already carry 
several warnings about the health 
hazards from smoking. If new research 
proves conclusive there might be the 
need for one more:-"Warning: 
radiation in cigarettes can lead to 
cancer." 

According to the March ReadeT's 
Digest, cigarettes emit so much 
radioactivity that a smoker who 
smokes a pack-and-a-half per day gets 
a yearly dose of radiation in parts of 
his I ungs equal to what his skin would 
be exposed to in about!SOO chest x-rays. 

Although medical experts are not 
sure of the full extent of the health 
risks, Dr. Joseph R. DiFranza of the 
University of Massachusetts Medical 
Center believes that "radiation alone 
could account for about half of all 
lung cancers in smokers." 

Scientists have traced radiation in 
cigarettes to the fields where tobacco is 
grown. For many decades farmers have 
fertilized tobacco crops with 
phosphates rich in uranium. By decay, 
this uranium generates radium-226, 
which in turn spawns radium-222, 
and eventually lead-210 and 
polonium-210. Tobacco plants readily 
absorb radioactive elements from the 
fertiliZer and from naturally occurring 
sources in the soil, air and water. 

Standard warning
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking on cigarette
C.auses lung Cancer: Heart Disease, 

packagesEmphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy. 

Radiation in 

Ultimately the radiation is inhaled 
.deep inside a smoker's lungs. As a 
smoker consumes cigarette after 
cigarette, insoluable particles 
incorporating radioactive isotopes 
may be deposited at the same points in 
the lungs. · . 

According to Edward A. Martell, a 
specialist in radiochemistry at the 
National Center for Atmospheric 
Research, these points become "hot 
spots" of radioactivity. Martell 
believes it is no coincidence that most 
lung cancers begin at these branch 
points where radioactive debris 
gathers. 

Unfortunately it is notjustsmokers 
alone who are at risk from radiation in 
cigarettes. Reader's Digest reports that 
at least 50 percent oJ the radioactive 
isotopes from cigarette smoke wind up 
in the air, and a smaller percentage of 
this and other elements in the smoke 
are . inhaled by those around the 
smoker. 

Takeshi Hirayama of the Institute 
of Preventive Oncology in Tokyo 
studied records of more than 91,000 
women and found that non-smoking 
wives of heavy smokers had more than 
double tbe risk of dying from lung 
cancer than did the non-smoking 
wives of non-smokers. 

France (6wks/St.Malo) 6/24-8/5 
$1550 French Lang. I: Culture (6-7 
credits) 

Two w~ks in Paris followed by 1 weeks of continued 

Rudy and family hOmnlay in St. Malo. Costs incl.lRk 

roundtrip airfan~, ground transportation. room in 

Paril, full room It board in St. Malo, rxcursiona and 

ICtivities and In!'l. Stu~nt l.D. card. 

Jamaica (3 wb) 5/20~6/9 
$1060 Modem Jamaica (6 credits) 

Study mocIrrn Jamaian history, politip and socio

mJIIOIIIic suuctu~ with a special emphasis on African 

cull1D'e whik in a West Indian paradise. Visit historical 

IRd cultural sites, and ob6nve famow amu of 

IlUnning natural bnuty. Program COlts indlRk 

roundtrip airfare from N. Y.c., ground transportation, 

8OCOIIIIIIOCI3tions, field tripo and Int'l. Student 1.0. 

Card. 

Scodand, England I: Wales (2 wks) 
5127-6/11 
_ Study Tour of Historical Britain 
(5 aedits) 

TIlMI through there 5 beautiful countries by 

IIIOIOI'COaCh to visit museums, castles, cathedral. and 

.-c:hmlogic:al sites brought inlO persp«tive by a 

knOwledpble historian. 5 credits may be earned in 

Hillory and In!"!. Studies COUne!. All pre·arranged 

halfl acoommodations with full English breakfast are 

inc~ in the cost, in addition 10 roundtrip' airfare, 

_coach, In!'1. Student 1.0. Card and a real 

tnedirval banquet at a Welsh castle. 

London, England (Fall:Sept. 
Dec./Spring: Jan.-June) 
$2,400/semester-Humanities I: 
Broadcasting 

Humanities st~ts choose from an, history, music, 

[ ..Iish I: theatre counes and allend Shakespeare 

Festival.lm'l Broadcasting students gain penp«tiveof 

lritiab media via claues. excunions a nd guest 

lecwms. Students are housed in central LOndon. Cost 

_lucia roundtrip airfair NY 10· London, room and 

fall breakfast, field tripo and culiural events, and In!"1 

Sludrnt 10 Card. 

1986-1987 

Study , Abroad 

Programs 


SponsMed by 

SUNY at Oswego « 
$$ Best dollar value in the country $$ 

Spain (6 wksiMadrid) 7/5-8/14 
$1595 Spanish Lang. and Culture (6-8 
aedits) 

Qasws and guest speakers 1 days a week, topped with 

weekend excunions tq cities such as Segovia, Tqledo. 

Sevilfa and Grenada. Cost inc.ludes roundtrip airfare, 

ground tcavel. room and board,lnt'l. Studem 1.0. card, 

and all cultural activities. 

-High school juniors III: seniors may attend 
and receive college credit. 

:: 
I ' 
I· 
I 

I
I 
I · 

I 

England (6 wkalLondon) 6129-8/10 
$1295 Contemporary British Culture 
(6 credits) 

Me« 1 days a week for daua, go on field tcipo, oboftve 

and critique plays, ~ltend 1M Shakapeano festival. and 

explore more of the U.K. in your spare time. 

Accommodations au cenlrally located within walking 

distance of Hyde Park. theatces, and museums. Cost 

includes roundtrip airfare from N. Y .C., 6 weeks room 

with full breakfast. field tripo and cultural events. 

-All program COilS subject to change with 
notice. 

-----------------~------------~ 
Min ~n to: Dtrector of Int ...... ttO"'l ("ttOll/
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I' divisions. Instruction in Spanish: texts in English, 

I Spanish language and proficiency required (summer t '"pre-program'" in Rio Piedras available to hdp meet 

Paris, France (Fall: OCL-Jan.lSpl'ing: 

Feb. to June) 

$2,400/semester 


Counes are given at the prominent Sorbonne and 

Institute Catholique de Paris. 12 credits minimum are 

taken from several diciplines: humanities (Iang~), 

economics, business, social sciencrs, cinema, etc. 

StUdents live in the Latin Quarter of a city rich in 

cultural opponunities. Cost includes roundtrip air NY 

10 Paril, room', field tripo and cultural activities, 

Sorbonn~ and Institute fen. and Int·1 StucientlD Card. 

University of Puerto Rico (Rio Piedras 

Campus) 

(Fall: Aug.-Dec/Spring: Jan.-May) 

$1,950/semester (No tuition for SUNY 

students) 


Studies in all fields of liberal arts arid humanities. 

Participants should have!i smtesters or equivalent in 

Spanish (summer '"pre·program in Rio Piedras 

available to hdp meet proficiency.) Room in UPR 

residencr halls. Cost includes: roundtrip airfan NYC 

10 S. Juan. room and board. cultural events, aocident 

and health insurancr. 

U nivenity of Puerto Rico (Mayaguez 

Campus) 

(Fall: Aug.-Dec/Spring: Jan.-~ay) 

$1,600./semester (no tuition for 

SUNY students) 


Business Administcation students select courses &om 

Industrial Management, Accounting, Finance, 

Marketing, Organizational Studies and Economics 

Proficiency.) Cost (-estimated) includes room and 

board. texts. cultural events I: personal rxpenses. 
, 
Beijing, China (Fall: Sept. 
Jan.lSpring: Feb.-June) 
$2,200/ semester 

-At Beiji!,g Teachers College in suburban Beijing, 
studies in Chinese language. literature, culture, history 

I: art a~ instructed in Eng1ish. The Great Wall and 

Ming Tombs are only a day·trip away. Program cost 

includes room I: board. field tripo and cultural events,
teXIS and Int'l Student 10 Cards. 
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Classifieds 
The following are examples of the 

many pan-time job listings in the 

Career Development Office: 


EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: on 

campus. 15-20 hours per week. Must 

be able to type and write a business 

letter. 

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT IN 

DESIGN FIRM: 8 hours a week. Must 

have own car. 

ASSISTANT TO PRODUCER AND 

DIRECTOR: 4-5 hours on Sunday 

and 7-8 hours one day a week. Should 

have interest in theatre and 

promotion. Accessible to public 

transponation. 

TELEPHONE SOLICITOR: 2 hours 

a night, Monday-Friday. Pleasant 

phone voice a must. 

WAITRESSES / WAITERS: Near 

campus. Experience preferred but not 

necessary. Saturdays and/or Sundays. 
For more information on these and 
other part-time jobs, visit the Career 
Development Office, Room 3003, 
Campus Center South. (If you have 
not already done so, obtain clearance 
from the Financial Aid Office). 

CHILD CARE WORKERS- Seniors 
Only. Full-time and part-time jobs at 
Hawthorne, N.Y. Residential 
treatment program serving adolescent 
boys. Jobs involve late evening and 
weekend work managing and 
supervising activities of youngsters. 
Must have driver's Iiscence, and some 
experience with children in an 
organized setting. We offer exceIlent 
salary benefits and a fine way to begin 
a career. Letters to: Mr. A. Bernstein, 
Jewish Board of Family and Children 
Services, 120 W. 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 
10019. 

LARRY'S FRESH FRUIT ICES is 

looking for ambitious well-groomed 

people to sell N.Y.'s no.l gourmet 

fruit ices !rom attractive vending carts 

in Manhatten this summer. Earn $200
$400/ wk. Weekdays and weekends 

May to Sept. Our 7th season. 

Interviews in N.Y. over Spring Break. 

718-706-8300. 


Help Wanted: Earn $40-$60 per day, 
working 1-2 days per week assisting 
students applying for creditcards. Call 
1·800-932·0528. 
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Howto 

With the American Express~ Card 
you can buy everything from new 
spectacles to some pretty spectac
ular clothing. The latest in audio 
equipment and the latest albums. 

The Card is the perfect way to pay 
for just about anything you'll want 

during college. 

How to get the Card 
before you graduate. 

Because we believe that college is the first 
sign of success, we've made it easier for you 

to get the American Express Carel. Graduating 
w students can get the Card as soon as they 

accept a $10 ,000 career-oriented job. If you're 
not graduating this semester, you can apply 

for a special sponsored Card _Look for 
student applications on campus. Or call 
J.800-THE- CARD, and tell them you want 

a student application. 

The American Express Card. 
Don't leave school without it lY 
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